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APPENDIX A
–
2019 MHSA ANNUAL UPDATE COMMUNITY PRESENTATION

Mental Health
Services Act
Program and Expenditures Plan Update
Fiscal Year 2019-2020

What is MHSA?
In November
of 2004,
California
voters passed
Proposition
63, creating
the Mental
Health
Services Act.

“…to create a state-of-the-art,
culturally competent system that
promotes recovery/wellness for
adults and older adults with severe
mental illness and resiliency for
children with serious emotional
disorders and their families”

Vision Statement and Guiding Principles
for Department of Mental Health
implementation of MHSA

Guiding Principles
Community Collaboration
Cultural Competency

What is
MHSA?

Wellness, Recovery,
Resiliency-Focused
Services that are
Individual or FamilyDriven
Access to Underserved
Communities
Creating an Integrated
Service Array

Funding Components
Community Services and
Supports
Prevention and Early
Intervention
Innovation
Capital Facilities and
Technology
Workforce Education and
Training

Services that focus on community collaboration, client and
family driven services and systems, wellness, recovery and
resilience, integrated service experiences for clients and
families, as well as serving the unserved and underserved.
Full-Service Partnerships

Community
Services and
Supports

Crisis Services

(SEARCH)

Crisis Residential Facility
(Iris House)
Crisis Stabilization Unit

Youth Empowerment Support

Crisis Triage Connect

Youth Intensive Program

Mobile Crisis Team

Support, Employment, Assistance,
Recovery, Consumer Housing

75% of MHSA Funding
Wellness & Recovery Centers
The Iversen Center
The Oroville Drop-In Center
The Hub Wellness Center

Vocational /Job Training and Employment
Caminar
Consumer Employment
Department of Rehabilitation
Dreamcatchers

Community
Services and
Supports
(continued)

Jesus Center Vocational: Job Link

Supporting Homelessness
6th Street Drop-In: Youth Homeless Center
Avenida Apartments- Permanent Housing
Housing Authority- Basic Homeless Assistance
Housing Authority- Continuum of Care Coordinator
Housing Consultant
Homeless Peer Partner Program-Torres Shelter
Master Lease Housing-Transitional Aged Youth
Point in Time Survey: Homeless Census
Transitional Housing- Transition Age Youth

Services that promote wellness, foster health, and prevent the
suffering that can result from untreated mental illness.
Prevention Unit

Community Education

Prevention
& Early
Intervention

Care Enough to Act- CN&R Insert

Committed Programs

Each Mind Matters

Live Spot

National Alliance on Mental Illness

REACH Conference
Strengthening Families

Cultural Outreach Programs
African American Family and Cultural Center
Passages Connections: Older Adult Program
Promotores

20% of MHSA Funding

Stonewall: LGBTQI+ Outreach, Education, and Suicide Prevention
Zoosiab: Hmong Cultural Center

Early Intervention
Welcoming Triage and Referral
North Valley Talk Line

Innovation
5% of MHSA Funding

A project that the County designs and implements for a
defined time period and evaluates to develop new best
practices in mental health services and supports.
Project approval from the Mental Health Services
Oversight and Accountability Commission is required to
expend any Innovation funds.

An INN program can be designed to:

Innovation

1.

Introduce a new mental health practice or approach
that is new to the overall mental health system.

2.

Make a change to an existing practice in the field of
mental health, including application to a different
population.

3.

Apply to the mental health system a promising
community-driven practice that has been successful
in non-mental health contexts or setting.

Current Projects
Physician Committed: Approved May 2018
The Center: In final stages of development, brief
presentation to follow

Innovation

Introducing for Community Review
Simplicity Village
HERO: Youth Crisis
Spirit Mountain
Primary Care Kiosks

This component works towards the creation of a facility that is
used for the delivery of MHSA services to mental health clients
and their families or for administrative offices.

Capital
Facilities and
Technology
one-time funding,
depleted
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Initiatives

Workforce
Education &
Training
one-time funding,
depleted

Consumer/Family Member Employment and Training
Electronic Learning System Management
Job Specific/Cultural Trainings
Training Coordinator

The WET component facilitates the development a diverse workforce
that can provide outreach to unserved and underserved populations,
provide services that are linguistically and culturally competent and
relevant, and includes the viewpoints and expertise of clients and their
families/caregivers.

NEW
Introducing new Innovation
concepts
Data “Findings” section

Anticipated
Updates
Fiscal Year
19/20

Launch of Steering
Committee
No Place Like Home
CHANGED
Plans & Updates due date
PEI Requirements
OTHER
Disaster Recovery Impacts
Administrative
Paradise Programs
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Component

Budget by
Fiscal Year

2019-2020 2018-2019 2017-2018

Community Services &
Supports

$8,498,039

$7,936,231

Prevention & Early
Intervention

$2,323,199

$2,116,328

$580,800

$529,082

Capital Facilities &
Technological Needs*

-

$24,970

Workforce Education &
Training *

$342,092

$326,149

Innovation

Total Budget

TBD in May

$11,769,100 $10,932,760
*one-time allocation, no annual allocation

Note: MHSA programs can be funded by more than one funding stream.

MHSA
Program
Plans
Provides an overview of:
•

Butte County

•

MHSA initiatives in a
descriptive, narrative
format.

•

Expenditure information by
each component.

•

Each program’s objectives,
followed by supporting
data.

•

Annual updates are
required in-between each
Three Year Plan.
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MHSA
Program
Plans:
Community &
Stakeholder Engagement

Community collaboration is defined in the MHSA
legislation as a process by which clients and/or families
receiving services, other community members,
agencies, organizations, and businesses work together
to share information and resources in order to fulfill a
shared vision and goals.
Community meetings, focus groups, and surveys are
used to facilitate community participation.
6 community meetings and 10 focus groups
30-day public comment period allows for further
stakeholder input on the Annual Update

www.buttecounty.net/behavioralhealth

MHSA
Program
Plans:
Where can I find it?

Behavioral Health
would like to
extend a heartfelt
thank you to all of
our consumers,
stakeholders, and
community
members that
contribute to the
MHSA Program
and Expenditure
Plan.

Thank you
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APPENDIX B
2019 MHSA ANNUAL UPDATE COMMUNITY MEETING FLYERS

PRESENTATION AND PUBLIC COMMENT
Butte County Behavioral Health invites you to participate in the annual Mental Health
Services Act (MHSA) community and stakeholder input process.
Join one of the following meetings to learn about the MHSA, potential Innovation projects
or how to apply to be a part of the newly formed MHSA Steering Committee.
Your participation will identify and re-evaluate priorities and strategies to meet mental
health needs, in addition to developing new ideas for future projects.
Your input is appreciated and we look forward to you attending.

CHICO

OROVILLE

Chico Community Counseling Center
109 Parmac Rd. Ste. 1, Chico
January 24, 2019
11:30am – 1:00pm

Oroville Outpatient Center
18 County Center Dr., Oroville
January 16, 2019
11:30am – 1:00pm

Chico Library
1108 Sherman Ave., Chico
January 31, 2019
5:00pm – 6:30pm

Oroville Library
1820 Mitchell Ave., Oroville
January 17, 2019
5:00pm – 6:30pm

GRIDLEY
Gridley Library
299 Spruce St., Gridley
January 22, 2019
11:30am – 1:00pm

If you would like information about upcoming MHSA focus groups for
individuals who receive mental health services, or if you would like to
request accommodations (language or other), please contact
mhsa@buttecounty.net or call (530) 879-3971

PRESENTACION Y COMENTARIO DEL PUBLICO
El Departamento de Salud Mental del Condado de Butte lo/la invita a participar en
nuestros grupos de enfoque comunitarios anuales sobre la Ley de Servicios de Salud
Mental (o MHSA).
Atienda uno de los siguientes grupos para aprender más sobre MHSA, proyectos de
innovación o como aplicar para ser parte del nuevo Comité de MHSA.
Su participación nos ayudara a identificar y re-evaluar las prioridades y las estrategias para
cumplir con los servicios de salud mental necesarios de nuestra comunidad, y
adicionalmente a desarrollar nuevas ideas para otros proyectos en el futuro.

CHICO

OROVILLE

Chico Community Counseling Center
109 Parmac Rd. Ste. 1, Chico
24 de Enero del 2019
11:30am – 1:00pm

Oroville Outpatient Center
18 County Center Dr., Oroville
16 de enero del 2019
11:30am – 1:00pm

Chico Library
1108 Sherman Ave., Chico
31 de enero del 2019
5:00pm – 6:30pm

Oroville Library
1820 Mitchell Ave., Oroville
17 de enero del 2019
5:00pm – 6:30pm

GRIDLEY
Gridley Library
299 Spruce St., Gridley
22 de enero del 2019
11:30am – 1:00pm

Si quisiera información sobre otros grupos comunitarios de MHSA para
los individuos que reciben servicios de salud mental, o si quisiera pedir
un acomodo especial (como de idioma u otros), por favor contacte
mhsa@buttecounty.net o llame al (530) 879-3931.

PRESENTATION AND FOCUS GROUP
Butte County Behavioral Health invites you to participate in the annual Mental Health
Services Act (MHSA) community and stakeholder input process.
Join to learn about the MHSA, potential Innovation projects or how to apply to be a part of
the newly formed MHSA Steering Committee.
Your participation will identify and re-evaluate priorities and strategies to meet mental
health needs, in addition to developing new ideas for future projects.
Your input is appreciated and we look forward to you attending.

IVERSEN CENTER

TORRES SHELTER

YOUTH (YIP) SERVICES

Monday, February 4th 1 – 2:30 pm
492 Rio Lindo Ave, Chico

Thursday, February 7th 3:30 – 5 pm
101 Silver Dollar Way, Chico

Thursday, February 14th 11 – 12:30 pm
109 Parmac Road, Chico

SUPPPORTED EMPLOYMENT

CRISIS SERVICES

PROMOTORES*

Wednesday, February 6th 10 – 11:30 am
109 Parmac Road, Chico

Monday, February 11th 11:30 – 1 pm
109 Parmac Road, Chico

Tuesday, February 26th 11:30 – 1 pm
3432 Esplanade, Chico
*Group will be in Spanish

NAMI
Thursday, February 7th 12:30 – 2 pm
109 Parmac Road, Chico

AFRICAN AMERICAN FAMILY
CULTURAL CENTER
Wednesday, February 13th 11:30 – 1 pm
3300 Spencer Avenue, Oroville

If you would like to request
accommodations (language or other),
please contact mhsa@buttecounty.net or
call (530) 879-3971

HMONG CULTURAL CENTER
Wednesday, February 27th 9 – 10:30 am
1940 Feather River Blvd, Ste. G, Oroville

STONEWALL
Wednesday, February 27th 5:30 – 7 pm
358 E 6th St, Chico

PRESENTACION Y COMENTARIO DEL PUBLICO
El Departamento de Salud Mental del Condado de Butte lo/la invita a participar en
nuestros grupos de enfoque comunitarios anuales sobre la Ley de Servicios de Salud
Mental (o MHSA).
Atienda uno de los siguientes grupos para aprender más sobre MHSA, proyectos de
innovación o como aplicar para ser parte del nuevo Comité de MHSA.
Su participación nos ayudara a identificar y re-evaluar las prioridades y las estrategias para
cumplir con los servicios de salud mental necesarios de nuestra comunidad, y
adicionalmente a desarrollar nuevas ideas para otros proyectos en el futuro.

IVERSEN CENTER

TORRES SHELTER

YOUTH (YIP) SERVICES

Lunes 4 de febrero de 1 a 2:30 pm
492 Rio Lindo Ave, Chico

Jueves 7 de febrero de 3:30 a 5 pm
101 Silver Dollar Way, Chico

Jueves 14 de febrero de 11 a 12:30 pm
109 Parmac Road, Chico

SUPPPORTED EMPLOYMENT

CRISIS SERVICES

PROMOTORES*

Miércoles 6 de febrero de 10 a 11:30 am
109 Parmac Road, Chico

Lunes 11 de febrero de 11:30 a 1 pm
109 Parmac Road, Chico

Martes 26 de febrero de 11:30 a 1 pm
3432 Esplanade, Chico
*Este grupo será en Español

NAMI
Jueves 7 de febrero de 12:30 a 2 pm
109 Parmac Road, Chico

AFRICAN AMERICAN FAMILY
CULTURAL CENTER
Miércoles 13 de febrero de 11:30 a 1 pm
3300 Spencer Avenue, Oroville

STONEWALL
Miércoles 27 de febrero de 5:30 a 7 pm
358 E 6th St, Chico

Si quisiera pedir un acomodo especial (como de idioma u otros),
por favor contacte mhsa@buttecounty.net o llame al (530) 8793931.

APPENDIX C
2019 MHSA ANNUAL UDPATE COMMUNITY SURVEYS

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ACT COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Thank you for attending a Community Meeting.

Your feedback is important.
Please let us know which one you attended:
Oroville — January 16th from 11:30am – 1:00pm in the Oroville Outpatient Center
Oroville — January 17th from 5:00pm – 6:30pm in the Oroville Library
Gridley — January 22nd from 11:30am – 1:00pm in the Gridley Library
Chico — January 24th from 11:30am – 1:00pm in the Parmac Conference Room
Chico — January 31st from 5:00pm – 6:30pm at the Chico Library
Thank you for participating in our survey. Your feedback is important and every survey is read and
taken into consideration.
The Mental Health Services Act (MHSA) is an initiative enacted by the voters in November 2004
which imposes a 1% tax on that portion of a taxpayer’s income that exceeds $1,000,000. The
MHSA requires that the revenue from that tax be used to fund various county mental health
programs. The Act addresses a broad continuum of prevention, early intervention and service
needs, as well as the necessary infrastructure, technology and training elements to support this
enhanced system of care.
How long will this survey take? About 10-15 minutes, depending on how much you would like to
comment.
What is this survey for? This survey provides the community and mental health services
stakeholders the opportunity to identify local mental health needs and to recommend which
programs or services would meet those needs.
Community input is appreciated, and is an essential component to addressing mental health needs
in Butte County. It is encouraged that you attend a scheduled community meeting to gain full insight
of the MHSA.
Want to know more about MHSA and the programs? Please visit our MHSA website at
buttecounty.net/behavioralhealth. Here you can review BCDBH Mental Health Services Act Plans or
view the Community Input presentation. To request more information, please email
mhsa@buttecounty.net.
Are there other ways I can provide feedback on MHSA? Yes. Along with completing this survey, you
can provide written feedback and submit it to mhsa@buttecounty.net or hand deliver it to our
Administrative Offices at 3217 Cohasset Rd. in Chico.
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MHSA OVERALL
Which of the following MHSA Service Areas do you feel have been effective in addressing
local mental health concerns? Please check only those that apply to you, leave others blank.
(rank 1 as least effective and 5 as most effective)

1.

Level of Effect

MHSA Services

1

2

3

4

5

Full Service Partnership
1. Support, Employment, Assistance, Recovery, Consumer Housing
(SEARCH)
2. Youth Empowerment Support
3. Youth Intensive Program
Crisis Services
1. Crisis Residential Facility (Iris House)
2. Crisis Stabilization Unit
3. Crisis Triage Connect
4. Mobile Crisis Team
Wellness And Recovery Centers
1. The Iversen Center
2. The Oroville Drop-In Center
3. The Hub Wellness Center
Vocational and Job Training
1. Caminar
2. Consumer Employment
3. Department of Rehabilitation
4. Dreamcatchers
5. Jesus Center Vocational: Job Link
Homeless Support
th

1. 6 Street Drop-In: Youth Homeless Center
2. Avenida Apartments- Permanent Housing
3. Housing Authority- Basic Homeless Assistance
4. Housing Authority- Continuum of Care Coordinator
5. Housing Consultant
2

6. Homeless Peer Partner Program-Torres Shelter
7. Master Lease Housing-Transitional Aged Youth
8. Point in Time Survey: Homeless Census
9. Transitional Housing- Transition Age Youth
Community Education
1. Care Enough to Act- CN&R Insert
2. Each Mind Matters
3. National Alliance on Mental Illness
Prevention Unit
1. Committed Programs
2. Live Spot
3. REACH Conference
4. Strengthening Families
Cultural Outreach Programs
1. African American Family and Cultural Center
2. Passages Connections: Older Adult Program
3. Promotores
4. Stonewall: LGBTQI+ Outreach, Education, and Suicide
Prevention
5. Zoosiab: Hmong Cultural Center
Early Intervention
1. Welcoming Triage and Referral
2. North Valley Talk Line
2.

What type of mental health-related activities, programs or services are most needed in your
community or culture?

3

3.

Please list any suggestions for activities, programs or services that would enhance
consumers' wellness and recovery and better meet the needs of your community:

4.

What issues or barriers make it more challenging for consumers and their families to receive
mental health services? Please check all that apply:
Lack of transportation to appointments
Limited availability of appointments
Lack of knowledge about programs and services
Lack of language access (services not provided in a client's primary language)
Stigma around mental illness in your community
Physical Disability/Illness
Concerns About Cost
Unsupportive Family/Family Conflict
Incarceration
Other (please specify):

5.

Is there anything else you would like to say about mental health needs, programs, or
services related to your community?

4

6.

For those who attended a recent community planning meeting, do you have any ideas
for us about how to improve the community input process?

INNOVATION COMPONENT
The following section will describe Innovation Concepts for community review. Based on
community input, the department can determine which projects should be developed into
functioning services.
Not all of these projects can be funded at one time, so please be sure to rank these projects by
perceived urgency and priority.

 Sprit Mountain
Target Population:
Youth and Adults:
1. Who identify as Native American
2. Experiencing mental illness or at risk of mental illness
This program would create a Native American healing center, “Spirit Mountain,” where EvidenceBased Cultural & Trauma Informed Treatment is provided to Youth and Families alongside
Traditional Healing Practices unique to the native populations of Butte County. Native American
youth experience trauma at higher rates than other youth in the U.S. population. In fact, according
to a report by the Indian Country Child Trauma Center, Native youth are 2.5 times more likely to
experience trauma compared to their non-Native peers.
Research has noted that Native American juveniles experience posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) at a rate of 22 percent, the same rate as veterans returning from Iraq and Afghanistan,
and triple the rate of the general population. Many studies of trauma in Native American youth
emphasize the concept of historical trauma as distinct from other forms of trauma. For example,
among Native American youth, trauma includes both individual experiences of violence and loss
as well as forms of distress connected to historical events, cultural destruction, and ongoing
experiences of poverty and discrimination.
5

The term “historical trauma” encompasses the cumulative exposure of traumatic events that affect
an individual and continue to affect subsequent generations. The intergenerational aspect of
historical trauma points to internalized and unresolved grief that continues to impact the lives of
Native American youth and their families today.
Goals:


Provide a safe space where individuals and families can engage in Traditional Healing
Practices unique to their cultural group(s)



Engage in evidence-based, culturally competent, trauma-informed treatment



Receive case management and supportive services provided by individuals from their own
cultural background(s)



Provide services and supports resulting in the referral to recovery-based wellness services
in the least restrictive setting available



Outreach and prevention for mental illness



Music, cultural events, culturally-based childcare, and community events

1. Based on your knowledge of potential Innovation concepts, how would you rank this project,
(1 being not an MHSA priority and 5 being the highest MHSA priority)?

ҝ

Ҟ

ҟ

Ҡ

ҡ

2. What would you add to this concept to strengthen it if implemented?

6

3. Do you see any barriers or have any concerns about this concept?

4. Any other suggestions or input for this project if it moves into development?

 HERO: Handling Emergency Response & Outreach in Youth Crisis
Target Population:
Youth:
1. Experiencing mental illness/SED or at risk of mental illness/SED;
2. Grades Pre-Kindergarten through twelfth;
3. Local mental health professionals;
4. Community members (school faculty, youth program staff, parents/caregivers, foster
parents)
It was reported that in July 2015, children under age 21 in foster care per 1,000 population was
10.1 in Butte County and 5.8 in California. As of January 2018, Butte County had 572 children in
foster care placement, 338 (59.1%) of whom are age 0-10. Adversity in childhood has been shown
to be a predictor of future negative health outcomes, including emotional and mental health issues.
7

Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are reliable indicators of physical health and cognitive
functioning in adulthood. ACEs identification can also be used to provide early intervention for
youth who have already experienced trauma in their early lives. As of a 2013 study performed by
the Center for Youth Wellness, Butte County has the highest prevalence of residents living with
one or more ACEs in California at 76.5 percent of residents, with 30.3 percent having experienced
four or more ACEs. According to research, neurological functioning is acutely affected by
childhood trauma, causing alterations in the child’s brain that may stimulate the development of
maladaptive coping skills later in life.
The HERO program would provide training and education on trauma-informed crisis intervention
strategies; youth crisis intervention response and services as available; coordination of services
with current MH service providers (as applicable); and placement coordination as needed. A major
component of the HERO Program is to develop and implement a countywide communication and
facilitation protocol for youth in crisis. In support of this protocol, HERO Clinicians will facilitate
educational presentations and applicable trainings to school staff, outpatient mental health
providers, families, foster caregivers, and other community partners to arm community members
with the knowledge and experience to assist a youth in emotional or psychological crisis.
The HERO team would be available to all Butte County school children Pre-Kindergarten to twelfth
grade and school faculty. The HERO team would provide quick and accessible service to school
staff by providing specialized crisis intervention on site, support and linkage to Alcohol/Drug and
Mental Health Services, crisis phone line support, and/or other appropriate services. Working in
collaboration with the child’s existing service providers, the HERO team will seek to keep youth,
educational staff, program staff, and families safe in their homes and communities.
Goals:


Develop a countywide communication and facilitation protocol for youth in crisis;



Evidence-based training for working with Youth in crisis provided to



Behavioral Health staff, school staff, foster parents and others in our community that work
with youth;



Facilitate the de-escalation of a youth during active crisis situation;



Prevent psychiatric hospitalization;



Decrease the use of emergency rooms and law enforcement for mental health crisis;



Provide follow-up care and linkages to mental health services and social supports;



Assist in the navigation of mental health and social service systems;



Helping schools, youth programs, and families develop improved conflict resolution- and
communication skills;



Prevent detention in juvenile facilities due to a mental health crisis

8

1. Based on your knowledge of potential Innovation concepts, how would you rank this project,
(1 being not an MHSA priority and 5 being the highest MHSA priority)?

ҝ

Ҟ

ҟ

Ҡ

ҡ

2. What would you add to this concept to strengthen it if implemented?

3. Do you see any barriers or have any concerns about this concept?

4. Any other suggestions or input for this project if it moves into development?
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 Simplicity Village
Target Population:
1. Individuals suffering from chronic homelessness, who are experiencing mental illness or who
are at risk of mental illness.
This program’s mission is to address chronic homelessness by providing affordable, small dwellings
with the opportunity for rehabilitation in a community-like setting. Simplicity Village strives to improve
collective quality of life and to reduce rates of homelessness by providing basic services; shelter,
medical assistance, internet/phone access, gardening and other occupational therapy. In addition to
providing these amenities, Simplicity Village will be a community with therapeutic practices embedded
in the operational framework.
According to the 2017 Butte County Point In Time Survey, also known as the Homeless Census,
mental illness was among the top three reasons given causing homelessness. Once housed in
Simplicity Village, individuals can begin their journey towards mental wellness and rehabilitation.
Currently, Wellness Recovery Action Plan (WRAP) is utilized throughout Butte County, however WRAP
is not currently available in this type of housing community. The established model of wellness and
recovery is centered on individual abilities, strengths and choices; which creates the unique path every
person needs to meet their recovery goals. In a typical model, when WRAP includes peer counselors,
professional assistance, education, and support groups, it moves from introspective to interactive. This
interactive process is currently established in peer-led Wellness Centers in Butte County.
This project proposes to overlay the WRAP model in a total immersion community that Simplicity
Village will offer its residents. Building on the Iverson Wellness & Recovery Center's example,
Simplicity Village will offer peer-to-peer support groups, peer counselors and psychiatric assistance, but
in a total immersion setting instead of a drop-in center model. It will also incorporate an expectation of
mutual responsibilities by way of community chores and a certain level of community self-governance.
Goals:
Residents will experience:


Decrease in emergency room, psychiatric and jail visits



Increased participation in social services



Improve overall life satisfaction and happiness

1. Based on your knowledge of potential Innovation concepts, how would you rank this project,
(1 being not an MHSA priority and 5 being the highest MHSA priority)?

ҝ

Ҟ

ҟ

Ҡ

ҡ
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2. What would you add to this concept to strengthen it if implemented?

3. Do you see any barriers or have any concerns about this concept?

4. Any other suggestions or input for this project if it moves into development?
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 Primary Care Kiosks
Target Population:
Youth and Adults in BCDBH Outpatient Clinics:
1. Experiencing mental illness/SED or at risk of mental illness/SED;
2. Experiencing co-occurring mental and physical health issues;
3. Medi-Cal beneficiaries enrolled with Anthem Blue Cross.
It has been reported that there is a widening gap between rural mortality rates and urban mortality
rates, specifically among the five leading, and potentially preventable, causes of death: heart
disease, cancer, unintentional injury, chronic lower respiratory disease, and stroke. Access to and
engagement in primary care services are shown to improve management of chronic illness. Many
of those who are socioeconomically disadvantaged face transportation issues that may prevent
them from accessing health care services, especially in rural settings. Butte County Behavioral
Health consumers consistently express difficulty with transportation. Stakeholder feedback through
the Performance Survey administered in July 2018 shows 87% of respondents identified “other
client needs” as a barrier to accessing services and 53% of those respondents identified
“transportation” as a major issue.
In an effort to make primary care services more accessible to behavioral health consumers,
telehealth primary care appointment kiosks will be embedded in youth and adult outpatient clinics.
Assigned behavioral health workers will be available to take consumer vital signs and support the
consumer throughout the primary care appointment.
Providing Primary Care services within mental health outpatient clinics would increase access to
these invaluable services for consumers at high risk of physical health issues. Evidence shows
that persons dealing with serious mental illness (SMI) are disproportionately affected by “nutritional
and metabolic diseases, cardiovascular diseases, viral diseases, respiratory tract diseases,
musculoskeletal diseases, sexual dysfunction, pregnancy complications, stomatognathic diseases,
and possibly obesity-related cancers” as compared to the general population.
Goals:


Increase access to primary care providers;



Increase monitoring of basic vitals to help inform long-term treatment;



Increase consumer engagement in their physical and mental healthcare treatment options;
and



Limit the impact of chronic physical health disorders on consumers’ mental health by
mitigating the symptoms of chronic illness through consistent monitoring and feedback.
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1. Based on your knowledge of potential Innovation concepts, how would you rank this project,
(1 being not an MHSA priority and 5 being the highest MHSA priority)?

ҝ

Ҟ

ҟ

Ҡ

ҡ

2. What would you add to this concept to strengthen it if implemented?

3. Do you see any barriers or have any concerns about this concept?

4. Any other suggestions or input for this project if it moves into development?
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Please indicate any other suggestions for Innovative concepts you might have or an Innovative
idea that you would like to share:

14

ALL INFORMATION IS KEPT
CONFIDENTIAL

Please tell us about yourself
(select all that apply):

Closest Resident City:
(If affected by the Camp Fire, please check all that
apply)
Chico
Oroville

Client/Consumer

Currently Paradise

Family of Client/Consumer

Previously Paradise

Education/School

Gridley

Law Enforcement/Court/Probation

Not a Butte County Resident

Native American Community

Decline to Answer

Hispanic/Latino Community
Asian/Pacific Islander Community

Age:

Butte County Behavioral Health

0-15

Providers

16-25

Community and Primary Care

26-59

Providers/Clinics

60+

Transition-Age Youth (16-24 years of

Decline to answer

age)
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/Transgender
Community
Homeless Community
Butte County Behavioral Health Staff
Decline to Answer

Living Situation:

Sexual orientation:
Heterosexual or straight
Gay or lesbian
Bisexual/pansexual/sexually fluid
Queer
Questioning/unsure of orientation
Another sexual orientation
Decline to Answer

House or Apartment
Foster Family Home
Homeless
Supportive Living
Decline to Answer

Gender Identity:
Female
Male
Transgender
Genderqueer

Sex assigned at birth:

Another gender identity

Male

Questioning/unsure of gender identity

Female

Decline to Answer

Decline to Answer
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Race:

Primary Language:

African/African American/Black

English

American Indian/Alaskan Native

Hmong

Asian

American Sign Language

Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander

Spanish

White

Decline to Answer

More Than One Race

Other

Decline to Answer

Disability:
Ethnicity:

No, I do not have any of these disabilities

African

Yes (Check all that apply):

Asian Indian/ South Asian

Difficulty seeing

Cambodian

Difficulty hearing or having speech understood

Caribbean

Other communication disability

Central American

Learning disability

Chinese

Developmental disability

Eastern European

Dementia

European

Other mental disability

Filipino

Physical/mobility disability

Japanese

Chronic health condition/chronic pain

Korean

Decline to answer

Mexican/Mexican-American/Chicano
Middle Eastern

Veteran Status:

Puerto Rican

Yes

South American

No

Vietnamese

Decline to answer

Other Hispanic/Latino
Other non-Hispanic/Latino
More Than One Ethnicity
Decline to Answer
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MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ACT
INNOVATION CONCEPTS
COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Thank you for participating in our survey. Your feedback is important and every survey is read
and taken into consideration.
How long will this survey take? About 8-10 minutes, depending on how much you would like
to comment.
What is this survey for? This survey provides the community and mental health services
stakeholders the opportunity to identify local mental health needs and to recommend which
Innovation Concepts should be developed further would meet those needs.
Want to know more about the MHSA and the Innovation Concepts? Please visit our MHSA
website at buttecounty.net/behavioralhealth. Here you can review BCDBH Mental Health
Services Act Plans or view the Community Input presentation. To request more information,
please email mhsa@buttecounty.net.
Are there other ways I can provide feedback on MHSA? Yes. Along with completing this
survey, you can provide written feedback and submit it to mhsa@buttecounty.net or hand
deliver it to our Administrative Offices at 3217 Cohasset Rd. in Chico.
Community input is appreciated, and is an essential component to addressing mental health
needs in Butte County. It is encouraged that you attend a scheduled community meeting to gain
full insight of the Mental Health Services Act.
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INNOVATION Component: This component of MHSA funds a project that the County
designs and implements for a defined time period and evaluates to develop new best
practices in mental health services and supports.
An INNOVATION program can be designed to:
•

Introduce a new mental health practice or approach that is new to the overall mental
health system.

•

Make a change to an existing practice in the field of mental health, including application
to a different population.

•

Apply to the mental health system a promising community-driven practice that has been
successful in non-mental health contexts or setting.

The following section will describe Innovation Concepts for community review. Based on
community input, the department can determine which projects should be developed into
functioning services.
Not all of these projects can be funded at one time, so please be sure to rank these
projects by perceived urgency and priority.
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Sprit Mountain
Target Population:
Youth and Adults:
1. Who identify as Native American
2. Experiencing mental illness or at risk of mental illness
This program would create a Native American healing center, “Spirit Mountain,” where
Evidence-Based Cultural & Trauma Informed Treatment is provided to Youth and Families
alongside Traditional Healing Practices unique to the native populations of Butte County.
Native American youth experience trauma at higher rates than other youth in the U.S.
population. In fact, according to a report by the Indian Country Child Trauma Center, Native
youth are 2.5 times more likely to experience trauma compared to their non-Native peers.
Research has noted that Native American juveniles experience posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) at a rate of 22 percent, the same rate as veterans returning from Iraq and
Afghanistan, and triple the rate of the general population. Many studies of trauma in Native
American youth emphasize the concept of historical trauma as distinct from other forms of
trauma. For example, among Native American youth, trauma includes both individual
experiences of violence and loss as well as forms of distress connected to historical events,
cultural destruction, and ongoing experiences of poverty and discrimination.
The term “historical trauma” encompasses the cumulative exposure of traumatic events that
affect an individual and continue to affect subsequent generations. The intergenerational
aspect of historical trauma points to internalized and unresolved grief that continues to
impact the lives of Native American youth and their families today.
Goals:
•

Provide a safe space where individuals and families can engage in Traditional
Healing Practices unique to their cultural group(s)

•

Engage in evidence-based, culturally competent, trauma-informed treatment

•

Receive case management and supportive services provided by individuals from
their own cultural background(s)

•

Provide services and supports resulting in the referral to recovery-based wellness
services in the least restrictive setting available

•

Outreach and prevention for mental illness

•

Music, cultural events, culturally-based childcare, and community events
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1. Based on your knowledge of potential Innovation concepts, how would you rank this
project, (1 being not an MHSA priority and 5 being the highest MHSA priority)?

①

②

③

④

⑤

2. What would you add to this concept to strengthen it if implemented?

3. Do you see any barriers or have any concerns about this concept?

4. Any other suggestions or input for this project if it moves into development?
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HERO: Handling Emergency Response & Outreach in Youth Crisis
Target Population:
Youth:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Experiencing mental illness/SED or at risk of mental illness/SED;
Grades Pre-Kindergarten through twelfth;
Local mental health professionals;
Community members (school faculty, youth program staff, parents/caregivers, foster
parents)

It was reported that in July 2015, children under age 21 in foster care per 1,000 population
was 10.1 in Butte County and 5.8 in California. As of January 2018, Butte County had 572
children in foster care placement, 338 (59.1%) of whom are age 0-10. Adversity in
childhood has been shown to be a predictor of future negative health outcomes, including
emotional and mental health issues.
Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are reliable indicators of physical health and
cognitive functioning in adulthood. ACEs identification can also be used to provide early
intervention for youth who have already experienced trauma in their early lives. As of a
2013 study performed by the Center for Youth Wellness, Butte County has the highest
prevalence of residents living with one or more ACEs in California at 76.5 percent of
residents, with 30.3 percent having experienced four or more ACEs. According to research,
neurological functioning is acutely affected by childhood trauma, causing alterations in the
child’s brain that may stimulate the development of maladaptive coping skills later in life.
The HERO program would provide training and education on trauma-informed crisis
intervention strategies; youth crisis intervention response and services as available;
coordination of services with current MH service providers (as applicable); and placement
coordination as needed. A major component of the HERO Program is to develop and
implement a countywide communication and facilitation protocol for youth in crisis. In
support of this protocol, HERO Clinicians will facilitate educational presentations and
applicable trainings to school staff, outpatient mental health providers, families, foster
caregivers, and other community partners to arm community members with the knowledge
and experience to assist a youth in emotional or psychological crisis.
The HERO team would be available to all Butte County school children Pre-Kindergarten to
twelfth grade and school faculty. The HERO team would provide quick and accessible
service to school staff by providing specialized crisis intervention on site, support and
linkage to Alcohol/Drug and Mental Health Services, crisis phone line support, and/or other
appropriate services. Working in collaboration with the child’s existing service providers, the
HERO team will seek to keep youth, educational staff, program staff, and families safe in
their homes and communities.
Goals:
•
•
•

Develop a countywide communication and facilitation protocol for youth in crisis;
Evidence-based training for working with Youth in crisis provided to
Behavioral Health staff, school staff, foster parents and others in our community that
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

work with youth;
Facilitate the de-escalation of a youth during active crisis situation;
Prevent psychiatric hospitalization;
Decrease the use of emergency rooms and law enforcement for mental health crisis;
Provide follow-up care and linkages to mental health services and social supports;
Assist in the navigation of mental health and social service systems;
Helping schools, youth programs, and families develop improved conflict resolutionand communication skills;
Prevent detention in juvenile facilities due to a mental health crisis
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1. Based on your knowledge of potential Innovation concepts, how would you rank this
project, (1 being not an MHSA priority and 5 being the highest MHSA priority)?

①

②

③

④

⑤

2. What would you add to this concept to strengthen it if implemented?

3. Do you see any barriers or have any concerns about this concept?

4. Any other suggestions or input for this project if it moves into development?
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Simplicity Village
Target Population:
1. Individuals suffering from chronic homelessness, who are experiencing mental illness or
who are at risk of mental illness.
This program’s mission is to address chronic homelessness by providing affordable, small
dwellings with the opportunity for rehabilitation in a community-like setting. Simplicity Village
strives to improve collective quality of life and to reduce rates of homelessness by providing
basic services; shelter, medical assistance, internet/phone access, gardening and other
occupational therapy. In addition to providing these amenities, Simplicity Village will be a
community with therapeutic practices embedded in the operational framework.
According to the 2017 Butte County Point In Time Survey, also known as the Homeless
Census, mental illness was among the top three reasons given causing homelessness. Once
housed in Simplicity Village, individuals can begin their journey towards mental wellness and
rehabilitation. Currently, Wellness Recovery Action Plan (WRAP) is utilized throughout Butte
County, however WRAP is not currently available in this type of housing community. The
established model of wellness and recovery is centered on individual abilities, strengths and
choices; which creates the unique path every person needs to meet their recovery goals. In a
typical model, when WRAP includes peer counselors, professional assistance, education, and
support groups, it moves from introspective to interactive. This interactive process is currently
established in peer-led Wellness Centers in Butte County.
This project proposes to overlay the WRAP model in a total immersion community that
Simplicity Village will offer its residents. Building on the Iverson Wellness & Recovery Center's
example, Simplicity Village will offer peer-to-peer support groups, peer counselors and
psychiatric assistance, but in a total immersion setting instead of a drop-in center model. It will
also incorporate an expectation of mutual responsibilities by way of community chores and a
certain level of community self-governance.
Goals:
Residents will experience:
•

Decrease in emergency room, psychiatric and jail visits

•

Increased participation in social services

•

Improve overall life satisfaction and happiness
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1. Based on your knowledge of potential Innovation concepts, how would you rank this
project, (1 being not an MHSA priority and 5 being the highest MHSA priority)?

①

②

③

④

⑤

2. What would you add to this concept to strengthen it if implemented?

3. Do you see any barriers or have any concerns about this concept?

4. Any other suggestions or input for this project if it moves into development?
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Primary Care Kiosks
Target Population:
Youth and Adults in BCDBH Outpatient Clinics:
1. Experiencing mental illness/SED or at risk of mental illness/SED;
2. Experiencing co-occurring mental and physical health issues;
3. Medi-Cal beneficiaries enrolled with Anthem Blue Cross.
It has been reported that there is a widening gap between rural mortality rates and urban
mortality rates, specifically among the five leading, and potentially preventable, causes of
death: heart disease, cancer, unintentional injury, chronic lower respiratory disease, and
stroke. Access to and engagement in primary care services are shown to improve
management of chronic illness. Many of those who are socioeconomically disadvantaged
face transportation issues that may prevent them from accessing health care services,
especially in rural settings. Butte County Behavioral Health consumers consistently express
difficulty with transportation. Stakeholder feedback through the Performance Survey
administered in July 2018 shows 87% of respondents identified “other client needs” as a
barrier to accessing services and 53% of those respondents identified “transportation” as a
major issue.
In an effort to make primary care services more accessible to behavioral health consumers,
telehealth primary care appointment kiosks will be embedded in youth and adult outpatient
clinics. Assigned behavioral health workers will be available to take consumer vital signs
and support the consumer throughout the primary care appointment.
Providing Primary Care services within mental health outpatient clinics would increase
access to these invaluable services for consumers at high risk of physical health issues.
Evidence shows that persons dealing with serious mental illness (SMI) are
disproportionately affected by “nutritional and metabolic diseases, cardiovascular diseases,
viral diseases, respiratory tract diseases, musculoskeletal diseases, sexual dysfunction,
pregnancy complications, stomatognathic diseases, and possibly obesity-related cancers”
as compared to the general population.
Goals:
•

Increase access to primary care providers;

•

Increase monitoring of basic vitals to help inform long-term treatment;

•

Increase consumer engagement in their physical and mental healthcare treatment
options; and

•

Limit the impact of chronic physical health disorders on consumers’ mental health by
mitigating the symptoms of chronic illness through consistent monitoring and
feedback.
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1. Based on your knowledge of potential Innovation concepts, how would you rank this
project, (1 being not an MHSA priority and 5 being the highest MHSA priority)?

①

②

③

④

⑤

2. What would you add to this concept to strengthen it if implemented?

3. Do you see any barriers or have any concerns about this concept?

4. Any other suggestions or input for this project if it moves into development?
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Please indicate any other suggestions for Innovative concepts you might have or an
Innovative idea that you would like to share:

Thank you for your participation! Please complete the demographics on the next page. All
information is confidential.
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ALL INFORMATION IS KEPT
CONFIDENTIAL

Please tell us about yourself
(select all that apply):

Closest Resident City:
(If affected by the Camp Fire, please check all that
apply)
Chico
Oroville

Client/Consumer

Currently Paradise

Family of Client/Consumer

Previously Paradise

Education/School

Gridley

Law Enforcement/Court/Probation

Not a Butte County Resident

Native American Community

Decline to Answer

Hispanic/Latino Community
Asian/Pacific Islander Community

Age:

Butte County Behavioral Health

0-15

Providers

16-25

Community and Primary Care

26-59

Providers/Clinics

60+

Transition-Age Youth (16-24 years of

Decline to answer

age)
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/Transgender
Community
Homeless Community
Butte County Behavioral Health Staff
Decline to Answer

Living Situation:

Sexual orientation:
Heterosexual or straight
Gay or lesbian
Bisexual/pansexual/sexually fluid
Queer
Questioning/unsure of orientation
Another sexual orientation
Decline to Answer

House or Apartment
Foster Family Home
Homeless
Supportive Living
Decline to Answer

Gender Identity:
Female
Male
Transgender
Genderqueer

Sex assigned at birth:

Another gender identity

Male

Questioning/unsure of gender identity

Female

Decline to Answer

Decline to Answer
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Race:

Primary Language:

African/African American/Black

English

American Indian/Alaskan Native

Hmong

Asian

American Sign Language

Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander

Spanish

White

Decline to Answer

More Than One Race

Other

Decline to Answer

Disability:
Ethnicity:

No, I do not have any of these disabilities

African

Yes (Check all that apply):

Asian Indian/ South Asian

Difficulty seeing

Cambodian

Difficulty hearing or having speech understood

Caribbean

Other communication disability

Central American

Learning disability

Chinese

Developmental disability

Eastern European

Dementia

European

Other mental disability

Filipino

Physical/mobility disability

Japanese

Chronic health condition/chronic pain

Korean

Decline to answer

Mexican/Mexican-American/Chicano
Middle Eastern

Veteran Status:

Puerto Rican

Yes

South American

No

Vietnamese

Decline to answer

Other Hispanic/Latino
Other non-Hispanic/Latino
More Than One Ethnicity
Decline to Answer
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APPENDIX D
2019 MHSA COMMUNITY INPUT SURVEY RESPONSES

Me tal Health Services Act
Co
u ity I put Process

9

This survey was offered to all stakeholders of Butte County Behavioral Health during the
annual Mental Health Services Act (MHSA) Community Input Process. This survey was open from January 16th to
March 1st of 2019. There were 201 surveys taken. The results of this survey will be will be utilized by
administration and leadership when considering were to allocate MHSA resources.

Findings
The following section aids to highlight the key areas of input from the community. The second section contains
all of the outcomes of all questions asked, grouped by type of program. Lastly are the demographics of all
respondents.

PHRASES MOST MENTIONED IN COMMENTS
There were three open-ended questions asked to respondents about programs needed and/or offered in their
community. Below are the common phrases or subjects that are mentioned most by respondents.

Category of Comment

What type of e tal health-related activities, programs or services
are ost eeded i your o
u ity or ulture?
Education/Outreach
NAMI
Torres Shelter
Harm Reduction
Case Managers
Trauma
Substance Use
Vocational
Transportation
Iversen Center
Zoosiab
Seniors
Stonewall
Housing Assistance
Crisis
Youth/School related
Promotores

4
7
4
3
4
3
6
16
3
4
6
6
3
41
7
10
10
0

N = 201 Skipped = 91

5

10

Note: There could be multiple mentions in one comment.
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# of Mentions
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Category of Comment

Is there a ythi g else you ould like to say a out
eeds, progra s, or ser i es related to your o
Education/Outreach

9

Therapists/Psychiatrists

4

Vocational

9

Seniors

3

Housing Assistance

14

Youth/School related

4
0

N = 201 Skipped = 138

e tal health
u ity?

5

10

15

20

25

# of Mentions

30

35

40

45

Please list a y suggestio s for a ti ities, progra s or ser i es that
would enhance consumers' wellness and recovery and better meet
N = 201 Skipped = 118
the eeds of your o
u ity:
Category of Comment

Mobile Crisis

3
4
4
4

Police Trainings
Arts

3
3

Oroville

4
3

Vocational

9
4

Housing Assistance

20
5

Youth/School related

4
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

# of Mentions
Note: There could be multiple mentions in one comment, some did not fall into the above categories.
For a comprehensive view of all comments, please see page 7.

TOP MENTIONS
1. Housing Assistance:
a. Housing development for adults, elderly and families with mental illness.
b. Outreach to ho eless that do ’t seek services.
2. Vocational:
a. Increased availibility of hours to work.
b. More diverse opportunities for employment.
c. Increased trainings on technical tasks (e.g. computer software).
3. Youth/School related:
a. Increased funding allocated to prevention services for youth.
b. Increased outreach at schools to students.
c. Outreach and communication to teachers about services and trainings.
4. Education/Outreach:
a. Informing general public of progams available.
b. Presentations to large groups such as workplaces.
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Outcomes

= Voted Highest within Service Category

Respondents ranked the following programs on a scale of 0-5, with 5 being the most effective. The
below outcomes show the average responses of each program with the amount of respondents.

Full Service Partnership
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

3.74
3.45

3.58

N = 95

N = 86

N = 82

SEARCH (Support, Employment,
Assistance, Recovery, Consumer Housing)

Youth Empowerment Support

Youth Intensive Program

Crisis Services
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

3.64

3.83

3.95

4

N = 90

N = 88

N = 84

N = 90

Crisis Residential Facility (Iris
House)

Crisis Stabilization Unit

Crisis Triage Connect

Mobile Crisis Team

Wellness and Recovery Centers
5
4.5
4

4
3.54

3.49

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

N = 105

N = 78

N = 82

The Hub Wellness Center

The Iversen Center

The Oroville Drop-In Center

0
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Vocational and Job Training
5
4.5
4

3.78

3.66

3.61

3.5

3.39

3.33

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

N = 94

N = 85

N = 93

N = 84

N = 89

Caminar

Consumer Employment

Department of
Rehabilitation

Dreamcatchers

Jesus Center Vocational:
Job Link

0

Homeless Support
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

3.8

3.78

3.72

3.36

3.49

N = 96

N = 88

N = 92

N = 90

N = 90

Transitional HousingTransitional Age Youth

Point in Time Survey:
Homeless Census

Master Lease HousingTransitional Age Youth

Housing Consultant

Housing AuthorityContinuum of Care
Coordinator

Homeless Support Continued
5
4.5
4

4

3.77

3.9

N = 85

N = 79

N = 84

N = 77

Housing Authority-Basic
Homeless Assistance

Homeless Peer Partner
Program-Torres Shelter

Avenida Apartments-Permanent
Housing

6th Street Drop-In: Youth
Homeless Center

3.62

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
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Community Education
5
4.5
3.49

3.66

3.72

N = 84

N = 84

N = 95

Care Enough to Act-CNR Insert

Each Mind Matters Campaign

NAMI

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Prevention Unit
5
4.5
4
3.5

3.4

3.66

3.04

3.17

3.34

N = 75

N = 75

N = 74

N = 73

N = 82

Athlete Committed

Physician Committed

Live Spot-Gridley and
Oroville

REACH Conference

Strengthening Families

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Cultural Outreach Programs
5
4.5
4

4

3.7

3.91

3.65

N = 85

N = 86

N = 87

N = 91

N = 84

Promotores

Stonewall

Zoosiab

3.66

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

African American Family Passages Connections
and Cultural Center
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Early Intervention
5
4.5
3.9

4

3.49

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

N = 80

N = 88

Welcomeing Triage and Referral

North Valley Talk Line

0

BARRIERS TO SERVICE

What issues or barriers make it more challenging for consumers and
their families to receive mental health services?
Unsupportive Family/Family Conflict
Stigma around mental illness in your community
Physical Disability/Illness
Other
Limited availability of appointments
Lack of transportation to appointments
Lack of language access
Lack of knowledge about programs and services
Incarceration
Concerns about cost
N = 201 Skipped = 65

Input from Other Optio

62
83
51
25
59
97
27
99
36
64
0

20

40

60

80

100

Note: Respondents could select more than one option.

limited counselors available (finding a "fit")
Complexity and multiplicity of programs, leaving people confused about where to even start to seek
services.
I am suggesting free buses that frequent pick up points 2 or 3 times a day in each town. For appointmets,
drop in centers and healing rooms as well as crisis houses.
Substance use/abuse
Some people work and some people may not be comfortable sharing personal family stuff.
Difficulty communicating with clients with no phone, inconsistent access to charging or difficulty using
Obama phones, especially when homeless. Need more harm reduction shelters and other services.
substance abuse and stigma
No appointments available after 5pm- this might be a barrier to families or individuals.
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more availability than anything-housing, treatment
A consumer may not be able to get away from family responsibilities to avail themselves of help from
services ( baby care, child or elder care)
The for profit system imposing uncaring distrust
lack of affordable housing
Everyone needs medical insurance and Medical needs to pay at least as much as Medicare. Really, we need
Improved Medicare for All!
drug use, unorganized, issues associated with homelessness
housing
Homeless
poor insight into mental health needs which leads to lack of follow through with treatment, increase crisis
interactions, legal troubles, and burning bridges with family/ support system.
Lack of housing
Lack of housing
Most Political Statesmen are biased against the poor.
Mobile Crisis team is off duty at 5 or 6pm and those that have an episode don't benefit from these services.
housing insecurity
Lack of housing
Homelessness
Lack of sufficient mobile outreach. Waiting time to get seen.

COMMUNITY INPUT MEETINGS
What type of mental health-related activities,
programs or services are most needed in your
community or culture?
Affordable Housing with support services
There needs to be more crisis houses like the Iris
house. Butte county would greatly benefit from
maybe 7 or 8 short term crisis houses with follow
up. PHF is too expensive to replicate. Free
support group for depression and anxiety with a
well-trained facilitator
Crisis and in-patient services or camp and
homeless and youth. Therapy - out-patient and
in-patient addressing issues as they affect
resiliency. These services in environment of
Native American support services.
I think any activities outside such as gathering
healing plants, planting, hiking etc. is always
good for mental health.
Drop in for homeless--due to campfire
Those that assist individuals/ Families w/ mild to
moderate cave w/ lack of insurance/$
I've worked with the homeless community just
feel they need advocacy for their mental health. I
feel like stonewall should be apart of this

community when it comes to advocacy in every
community dealing with mental health
Crisis triage connect/ crisis stabilization unit
Those that focus on older adult population and
the homeless mentally Ill population. Both have
experienced population growth in the past 5-10
years as well as funding for services are either
non-existent or very limited.
Older Adult counseling. Housing for mentally ill
older adults.
I think that a mental hospital would be beneficial
because there are folks who I believe would
benefit from that and there aren't enough of
them, especially in this area.
The Simplicity Village to alleviate the housing
crisis we face, because housing security is a first
step in helping many individuals who suffer from
mental illness.
Housing first, and supported housing.
Substance abuse, dual-diagnosis support
Housing associated mental health services
Affordable housing is desperately needed along
with programs, activities and services.
Permanent and transitional housing with
services.
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Programs and projects that build housing
security which intervenes in the cycle of mental
illness that escalates as a result of chronic
homelessness.
More help with addiction issues. Making mental
health a priority like physical health. More
awareness. More education.
Housing with support; emergency outreach;
homeless respite housing after hospital stays for
injuries, surgery, infection, etc. Property, storage
+ showers for homeless mentally ill people.
We need medical providers who can taper
people off of the medications that are not
working. Also, we need micro-tapering resources
for clients on benzos, as safe withdrawal can take
3+ years.
early youth and toddler mental health evaluation
and programs. parent education on early
childhood development and how it is affected by
ACES.
ACEs and Support
Services for people who don't know if they're
suffering from mental illness and want/need to
talk with someone about their symptoms to
determine if they need services.

Please list any suggestions for activities,
programs or services that would enhance
consumers' wellness and recovery and better
meet the needs of your community:
IN SCHOOLS and go to home! Build trust in
communities and get to know families to help
those who most need. They don't try to get
services.
detox, duel sober living programs, elderly
support and medical needs
Pairing mentally ill individuals with peers in the
community to increase social support.
Individuals with severe MH can get victimized by
criminals/ drug addicts and they need healthy
supports to help improve long term outcome of
managing MH symptoms.
More support for housing such as housing now
simplicity village.
More very low income supportive housing
Affordable Housing with support services
gardening
Support Simplicity Village
A downtown center where those homeless
individuals who need their medications could

check in and be helped to get their meds, help
and support.
Focus on working with older adults in a setting of
their choice ie: if unable to get out in the
community go to them. Work on education
programs services for the community at large in
order to encourage awareness of issues.
Training for staff in how to interact with mentally
ill older adults.
Multimedia Arts Lessons for our larger North
State Community and a Caring Social Media
Network.
More homeless mentally ill housing but it has to
have case management support.
Housing First
Great programs, so many can benefit from.
Again, establishing the Simplicity Village is critical
to the wellness and recovery of many people.
Housing first model of service delivery and
recovery.
Emphasize housing in association with mental
health services - examples such as Housing Now
and Simplicity Village offered by CHAT as well as
new programs
Find funding and resources for expanded hours
for mobile team that works with Chico PD.
More low-income housing.
Simplicity village - takes at risk individuals into
community with stability, positive interaction &
support services close to home.
Short term free housing with walk-in availability low barrier - like in Marysville, but with more
activities.
A detox center and something like Soteria House.
Pharmaceuticals are not magical healing tools.
Sometimes they make things much worse.
Community garden for youth and sensory
integration for all beneficiaries.

Is there anything else you would like to say
about mental health needs, programs, or
services related to your community?
Better training to staff coming into the field.
Specialized wraparound program to help
transitional age youth who have a serious
diagnosis- schizophrenia/ bipolar w/ psychotic
features and a psych hospitalization to get the
support they need to gain insight into their
illness.
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As far as the mental health crises being an issue,
the homeless community needs these services
including myself.
Chico needs a detox center as well as a short
term residential mental rehab. Horizon services
in the bay area offers these services.
Please continue and get the word out to a bigger
population. Maybe taking it to the workplace as
presentations to those employees.
Doing great; but now? What happens to us if its
due to.
More coordination with police on mental health
training and or utilization of mental health team
during a police intervention.
More accessability
The homeless population in Chico has a big issue
with mental health, and they need more help. It's
difficult to not have the proper training and
resources at many agencies, like the Torres
shelter, to help this population with their mental
illness. This can be a big step in helping the
homeless population.
In a healthy community those with mental health
needs would be well-supported, understood,
cared for with loving attention.
I believe that the County Behavioral Health
Services funding should extend into the needs of
the community by partnering with CHAT towards
building Simplicity Village. Providing housing is a
must to support all the members of this
community.
Connections has helped our clients immensely.
Most of our clients were traumatized children
who have grown up and become older adults.
Addressing the urgent housing insecurity of many
individuals is essential. The situation is even
more critical after the Camp fire.
Mental health is so very important and must be
approached as a multi-faceted issue associated
with housing, food, physical wellness
Chico has a wonderfully engaged, compassionate
& proactive populous and we have wonderful
resources through & funded through BH (via
MHSA) here. Education about services availability
is a challenge and lack of trust that resources are
spent wisely interferes with forward momentum
with innovation ideas.
People with mental illness need someone to
come to them when they are outside, since they
often are afraid to come in for services.
For someone dedicated to their recovery, we
have multiple free services to help.

Unfortunately, most of the services are located in
Oroville and Chico, so those who live in smaller
towns may struggle. Also, child care can be an
issue.
I believe we have a good start but need more
community outreach and better branding of
services.

For those who attended a recent community
planning meeting, do you have any ideas for
us about how to improve the community input
process?
Continue to push for more county, state and
federal support for work MHSA is already doing
Thank you for doing this
Good presentation on January 24. Would have
welcomed description of proposed projects as
well as one covered.
Spend more time describing the competing
programs.
Maybe a bigger location and more publicity.
I am heartened by the increasing community
involvement and collaboration. I've heard people
not understand that they are stakeholders or
how important these meetings are, but outreach
seems to have improved.
Go to schools; not just the district office or the
BCOE, but to actual schools where teachers
interact with 100s of kids every single day.
Teachers know their kids and their families and
who needs help and who has tried to get help
and who has NOT tried and most often why they
have not tried. PLEASE GO TO SCHOOLS! WE
NEED HELP!!
Perhaps advertise more widely with flyers. Also
put more emphasis on helping to treat addiction
and prevention of homelessness as a benefit of
MHSA
More advertisement on social media or places
that consumers might see.
I hope to receive emails to involve myself in the
Steering Committee meetings.
& Surveys, Surveys, Surveys sent out to All our
Peers ... So our numbers are shown
They did excellent work.
It was done well, nice job.
Use full names of agencies and programs, not
initials eg BCMH.
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FOCUS GROUP COMMENTS
What program(s) have you benefited from
and why?
Promotores:
Promotores is and has been a very interesting
and useful program for my children. They have
learned about respect, courage and about
harassment and other learning assets. I am very
excited about what they learn every time, about
the projects they do and learn and they like to
attend this program, because they have lived
together and, most importantly, they feel
confident to be able to cope with Promotores.
Thank you.
Promotores because it helped me to excel as
person
Promotores - The adult group is great for talking
about parenting questions and learning about
resources. The kids program is great for kids.
keeping them active and creative. And learning
about lots of things. Bullying was a great
conversation.
Promotores - This program has brought/provided
useful tools to our opportunity students at
Chapman school.
It has help me with information and
documentation I needed and support through
fire.
I see the need for Promotores and how its
building awareness in the community and
building trust to access.
Women's Group on Tuesdays and Kids/youth
group on Wednesdays helps kida work together
as a group and overcome different things they
may be going through. Good peer talk is great
and women's group to get a better
understanding of what is normal and how to deal
with daily life and struggles. Helps with mental
and physical health as well. Norma is very
welcoming and very easy to talk to. She is
amazing.
My daughter attends at La Vista Verde, she loves
it. Lorena is a great person with kids.
Kids group with Norma! (Promotores) This
program has helped my children do activities
that helped them discover a little bit of
everything: art, games, communication skills.

Stonewall:
Stonewall. Fund Pride. Funding for more
outreach to houseless and housing insecure
folks. Leadership here is going to wreck this
place, STAFF is great. FUND THIS PLACE ITS so
IMPORTANT. Paid positions.
At Stonewall Alliance, trans group needs a
licensed therapist to facilitate groups. Teach
about confidentiality and hold staff and
volunteers accountable. We need money for a
staff member to be paid. Senior citizens social
group/ eat meals together.
Stonewall training in the community, pride,
coming out for art, simple presence of Stonewall
holding LGBTQI+(Queer) community in visibility
and positive light in wider community.

Zoosiab:
Zoosiab has helped me reduce my stress and
isolation. I am able to learn new life skills to
improve my life style and get along with my
family. My mental health got better and isolation
has been decrease due to increase in
socialization with peers during recreational
group. My well-being has improved participating
in program vs being home.
The program has helped me in many ways. It has
helped me with my mental and physical health.
It's easy for me to communicate the staff of
Zoosiab staff to help me meet my needs.
Interpretation, language and navigation has
helped reduce my level of stress to access
services.
I have benefited from Zoosiab: Hmong Cultural
Center. I find myself surrounded with great peers
and I find happiness when I am here during the
recreational group days.
Program Manager overseeing Zoosiab. Always a
pleasure to serve our Hmong elders in the
community. To be able to support them in
anyway is a great reward.
Training and knowledge in the workforce. Iversen
center, Hmong Cultural Center
Zoosiab program has help reduce elders isolation
and stress. Participants in Zoosiab program are
grateful to have this program running to bring
Hmong elders in the community to come
together to socialize and access services that I
never knew of in the community.
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Crisis Services:
Housing facilities
Transportation and translation at doctor visits
homeless support, including vocational
rehabilitation to help people find something to
provide them with purpose; early intervention
crisis support; culturally-specific substance use
intervention and recovery help
better mentors and role models.
Additional trainings for staff for specialized
treatment (EMDR, DBT)
housing housing housing
Housing and job related services
Trauma counseling & psychiatric medication.
Housing for mental health, run away kids,
transitional age psychosis early intervention, post
incarceration, substance abuse recovery-harm
reduction. Ongoing therapy/support. Mental
health case management
We need mental health care for our homeless,
including drug and alcohol counseling being
provided on the streets and in the shelters. More
case managers, lots more case managers who
know how to work with the homeless.
Housing First, with coordinated support services

AAFCC:
AAFCC, when I moved to Orville I learned a lot
about services from the staff.
Services in Oroville
The African American family cultural center has
personally helped family members with
programs and even personally when I struggled
financially to help with Christmas gifts for my two
young children (ages 1&5). I would like to see
more of a collaboration within the community to
implement similar programs and services.
I've mostly been enlighted on these programs
not that I've had to use them. I can surely see
how most if not all can be of great need and truly
helpful.

Torres Shelter:
A bridge for seniors who refuse mental health
services.
-housing first programs including apt.
communities
-Outreach Swkrs for housing/homeless who don't
seek services
-low barrier camp/shelter AWAY from town

-free bus passes for residents of above
camp/shelter
-needle exchange and/or clean needle
distribution
-More housing options.
-Better family interventions when a youth
experiences a crisis.
Housing
The Hope Center in Oroville, CA has been an
amazing resource for me personally. As they are
the reason I was able to obtain the amazing
services here at Torres Shelter. Other than these
two entities I'm not real familiar with most of
those other agencies but welcome the
opportunity to learn more about them.
Affordable Housing, Permanent Supportive
Housing
Iversen Center, Crisis Unit
The torres shelter has given me an opportunity
to get off the streets and separate myself from
the garbage in it. I feel I have benefited from it
greatly.
Torres Shelter, Stability
Policy changes, housing, meaningful work

NAMI:
NAMI - it has help to educate me and empower
me in my journey to recovery. Now I share what I
have learned with those younger than I and it is
AMAZING.. for me and them.. this needs to
continue for sure.
NAMI
NAMI was my life raft when my daughter was
undiagnosed. It gave me the information I need
to get her diagnosed, the communication skills to
relate to her better, and the courage to become
a Family 2 Family instructor. Families who are
lost and scared get the information they
desperately need. The support group offers a
confidential environment to discuss the conflicts
they are dealing with.
Increase funding for NAMI - see proposal.
Nami - peer-to-peer I was trained to teach classes in peer-to-peer
classes and gave me the confidence to continue
and follow through with other programs like
connections classes.
Increase of funding to NAMI to provide more
money for office staffing (now provided by
volunteers) More funds for advocating for
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mentally ill and more funding for NAMI to assist
and add CIT.
-Nami peer-to-peer class has been invaluable
teaching experience - providing employment and
--MH improvement as I co-lead the class. Seeing
the transformation of many/most students in
inspirational!

Supported Employment/Vocational:
-Caminar - Helping me get a job by helping me
construct resume, performing mock interviews
and providing interview clothes.
-DOR - has helped me choose a career, sent me
back to college and paid for it. They also referred
me to caminar in assisting me with a part time
job.
-Dreamcatchers - helped me get back in the
workforce and prepared me for caminar. Very
supportive job coach and great placement.
-Jesus Center - Gave me work experience to get
me a job in detail food handling and customer
service.
Caminar, Dreamcatchers, DOR, Consumer
Employment. I was able to build my self-esteem
back up and learn how to be a part of a
workforce again. I was also given clothes, eye
glasses and things I need for my new job. I was
given help with my resume and interview skills.
With all of these programs, I went from being
jobless and homeless to having a permanent job,
a place to live and doing a DUI class. I'd never
had a chance to get my life turned around
without these programs, thank you.
I've benefited from Caminar and 6th Street Dropin: youth homeless center. I work at sensible
cyclery through caminar and really enjoy it. The
Drop-in center helped me a great deal when I
was homeless 2 years ago.
I, Jesse Talbot, have benefited from 6th street
center, youth for change, caminar consumer
employment, and 6th street transitional housing.
I moved to Chico and was homeless dealing with
addiction recovery and depression. 6th street
provided consulting and support and got me
housing-- also a job as a consumer employee
with sensible cyclery. I graduated both programs
and hot hired on permanently with caminar is a
vocational coordinator. I have ran the program
for 2 years and have seen how much our services
help people. These programs have turned my life
around and continue to do the same for our
consumers.

The behavioral health services, especially for
psychiatrists and - help with calfresh; medi-cal
application, counseling, work rehabilitation caminar, dream catchers, sensible cycleryBecause I have a challenge in getting away from
primary companionship of my 94 years of age,
parent. "mom" - (A WWII Veteran) "Women's
Army Corps"
Consumer employment/ department of rehab/
caminar. These programs offer support and build
character and confidence in a controlled
environment to needed for a job. You are given a
small sample of what work is like. Baby steps
Peer Advocacy employment for esteem for a
shared and stronger understanding of Peers
housing first
Community case management for the mentally ill
homeless. Case management needs to be in the
Jesus Center, Torres Shelter, Hope Center, Safe
Space and the other places where homeless
mentally ill can be found because they may not
want to come in to the clinics.
Simplicity Village
Caminar, dreamcatchers, DOR, Community
action agency, PGE assist, Housing Authority,
Section 8
I have benefited from many services listed here. I
greatly benefited from my time at
dreamcatchers. The support received helped me
get past my trauma of domestic violence and
gave me confidence and made me feel worthy
and capable-- I thank them. It was through an
internship through BCBH that I met
dreamcatchers. BCBH has also been crucial for
helping me get past my mental health issues that
were greatly enhanced by domestic violence
which led to homelessness. BCBH led me to my
internship with dreamcatchers, iversen center
(which is excellent!), a survey through for
homelessness which led to subsidized housing
through HACB. Before HACB, CHAT let me have a
room in transition housing, they were excellent
and very supportive. I was at Torres and they had
very poor placement for housing employment. I
was at Iris House and they helped me but not
with resources after. Gabby is terrible and should
be fired. BCBH has kept me alive and referred me
to every positive resource, thank you!
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Iversen Center:
Reduce homelessness.
More education on how different disorders and
medications effect youth and adults. Also, the
difference between behavioral disorders and
mental health disorders, and when medication is
appropriate.
Harm Reduction Model Programs
24 Mobile Crisis, more therapy services for low
income
supportive housing
DOR was helpful because they helped me make a
really professional resume., They helped me get
nice interview clothes and good work shoes.
They made it really hard to fail. Dreamcatchers is
helpful because when I'm at my job at the
Restore, I'm left to do my job at my pace. Both
places have connected me to resources for
housing and other help like a p.o. box, etc.
Iversen center helps me a lot. Diverse minds is a
wonderful program!
Do not know enough about these programs to
comment
I've great time, ELN, social groups helps with my
wellness and recovery.
More resources for the homeless!
elderly and medically challenged
supported housing, affordable housing,
education to partners that serve individuals with
mental health symptoms, detox and support for
alcohol and drug tx, mandated MH treatment for
high utilizers of crisis services.
Housing for people with mental, emotional
problems
Outreach for homeless

What input or suggestions would you make
about a program?
Promotores:
My suggestion: it would be about the program of
promotores, maybe it would be 2 days a week
and the parents could help in some way, like how
to live together with our children.
A program about bullying and how to support
the program as parents. For the woman who
does not have to attack another to get them to
notice
Any activities that involve crafts like painting,
beading, maybe something that involves
meditation, therapy involving animals.

Promotores is a good group to learn and receive
community resources.
I would like MHSA to continue to build on
housing for homeless population. Also broader
help with rebuilding for people of Camp Fire
victims. I would also like presentation forms in
Spanish.
There is a big need for transportation and
supporting in Dr. visits.
So far I believe everything works. The children
might want group more often - maybe 2 times a
week.
Teach these kids more outdoor activities like mini
field trips.
I would like there to be activities for my 4 year
old. My 11 year old would like a camping trip or
something similar this summer. Thank you!

Stonewall:
Programs geared toward cultural
wellness/balance.
They need more resources in like transportation
to get to these places that are in Butte County.
Having a therapist on site to help w/ the LGBTQI+
community.
When you organize with cops, take into account
the way they will interact with a certain
demographic, or the folks you're trying to help.
Licensed therapist, on site "onsite counseling"
Expanded mental health services to queer
community, including professional counselor on
site. Cultural competency trainings by Stonewall
staff to other MHSA agencies
Housing support groups

Zoosiab:
As a client, I want to continue on supporting the
Zoosiab program. I will participate when needed
and help in any way I can for the program.
Increase funding to provide more recreational
groups and field trips to reduce isolation and
stress from staying home alone all day.
Community meetings and feedbacks to help
implement program plans and goals.
Continue collaborating and funding of Zoosiab
program would help to continue providing
services for the Hmong community. Many elders
suffer from isolation and mental stress due to a
lack of socialization.
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Crisis Services:
case management & training for family members
who have loved ones struggling with mental
health problems
There is still a lot of stigma around homelessness
and mental health issues - people not in those
dire circumstances often think people in those
circumstances are self-made or self-perpetuated,
lazy, or just not trying hard enough. I would like
to the gap between consumers and other
community members lessened somehow. It's
happening slowly, but I think it still needs
attention
again better more relatable leaders.
More supported housing and/or crisis residential
services.
Need mental health services for homeless people
in the street, more housing
Job and educational opportunities, stable
housing
Provide transportation, clinical case
management,
The care has to be provided where the people
are. In the community, not in the clinics. It needs
to be at night and on weekends

AAFCC:
Need more services in Oroville
The community of Oroville lack many of the
services that are needed. Please more services in
Oroville
I would like to see more interactions between
the community and police. More programs in
Oroville to assist with the homeless and drug
problem.
Mental Health stigma reduction program for the
target population.

NAMI:
More access and knowledge of it to those 16-25
transitionally group.
1 - A lot of people are falling between the cracks.
There are programs but not for some that are the
wrong age or in denial of mental health help.
2 - More training on how to treat, speak, help or
refer individuals with mental health issues, not
only physicians but all nurses, lab techs, hospital
and clinic employees.
Need more funding so that they can train more
instructors and trainers.

I would encourage others to consider joining the
peer-to-peer classes.
have extended hours for mobile crisis unit. Need
more referrals to NAMI from BCBH. Increased
funding for NAMI specifically for training leaders
to facilitate programs needed in Oroville.

Supported Employment/Vocational:
The programs I use are great. They have really
helped me get my life together.
Dreamcatchers and my job coach helped save my
life. It gave me my confidence back to be able to
work again. I only wish I could have worked more
hours during the week.
I would like to have more hours at sensible
cyclery.
Sensible cyclery could use more funding for parts
and supply we are constantly dealing with a
shortage of parts, tubes, tires, seats etc. We can
set up booths on Thursday and sell parts etc. to
accommodate funding.
To have a workshop class on basic computer and
cell phone use as relating to job application and
at work (looking up recipes online for a kitchen
worker for instance.)
More variety of Job types. More hours available
for those who don't have SSI.
I love training I received through BCBH leading
me to Dreamcatchers, they led me to dor and
Caminar which has given me confidence to better
myself to be self-sufficient. It would help me if
there was committed transportation to
appointments (caminar provides when possible)
since I have arthritis severely.
I think I would benefit form more work hours. I
like that my work day don't change, I just wish it
were more hours.

Torres Shelter:
Mobile crisis team needs to be 24 hours a day
and seven days a week.
More services, groups and support for those on
the lower end of the spectrum.
To have BCDBH staff trained as facilitators of DBT
services.
Less police, more mental health professionals
housing, goal oriented transitional programs
Art program for art therapy! Van used for
counselors to go out in the community to help
with counseling in the community.
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Simplicity village, tiny housing for the homeless.
youth 12-step meetings (Possibly at boys & Girls
club)
youth Community dances and concerts low/no
cost
strengthening families should include parents
with desire to strengthen their families even if
other family member refuse to go. Thus allowing
the family to begin healing.
Coordination between Prevention and youth that
experience a crisis or are on the CSU. Have
Prevention Peers come over and meet with/hang
out with youth on the CSU and talk about the
programs offered at their High Schools, etc.

Iversen Center:
Iverson
I would suggest just more public knowledge of all
the awesome services offered.
Detox facilities needed, sobering centers needed
Continue Funding

Is there anything else you would like to say
about mental health needs, programs, or
services related to your community?
Promotores:
I would like to have more programs, for young
people and children: lessons on learning and in
the community as projects more activities and
nutrition programs according to their ages.
Specialized in our language (Spanish) if possible
and thanks for the programs that are very
helpful.
More information on how to detect when there
is a problem, be it depression or another
problem.
Teach kids not to be bullies.
The cultural outreach programs is very helpful to
me. I am able to find happiness when I attend
the group sessions.
To be able to keep the funding strong for the
whole community.
Having focus groups or community meetings
would help to bring the community together and
learn more on the different plans that MHSA
provides.
many people in the community don't know about
the activities and services offered; many people
outside of the folks eligible for services have no

idea what it's all about, more community
outreach and education is needed, something
that people don't have to show up to would be
great - the County's social media presence seems
to be helping, though

Stonewall:
A need for non-traditional substance abuse
programs that are pan-community.
Having a therapist on site to help w/ the LGBTQI+
community. Having other non-profits educated
about cultural competence. Having a director for
Stonewall
Great idea to have annual meetings, maybe
make it 6 month / 12 month mental health
committee meeting.
Thank you for opportunity to give input.

Crisis Services:
Yes. Between the PHF and Isis House we could
use about 1000 more beds in Butte County. If we
opened an Isis type Crisis House for every 4000
people or so in Butte County, it would be
preventative, it would save lives and it would
gradually spread knowledge about addiction and
mental illness. The current ratio of facilities to
the population is so inadequate. No wonder the
Sheriff, Police and general population is up to
their elbows in homelessness and petty crime.
We have more clients every year, need more
funding and larger facilities to manage case loads
so clients can come weekly or bi-weekly.
I would love to see more help for family
members who have someone with mental illness.
It's very stressful for family members who don't
know how to handle the family member with a
mental illness.
Program awareness before Camp Fire and I had
no clue of this program.
A lot of consumers need professional counseling
access but due to cost and lack of insurance due
to legal status they cannot get it. Can we work on
a program that can fund this?
I think it may be beneficial to meet with clients
more one on one, maybe once a month for
comfort.
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AAFCC:
More housing
Need more programs in Oroville
More bullhorns within the community to inform
families that there is help.
need more AOD barrier transitional housing
I think its absolutely amazing what you guys are
aiming to do. And would love to see more
services made and expanded for youth . I believe
there is such severe trauma to so many youth
these days that a very high concentration should
be put on them to prevent continued and future
trauma. To break the cycles of it continuing for
their children.

Supported Employment/Vocational:
The experience I have had with behavioral health
and social services, work rehabilitation has been
positive and encouraging and reassuring to me as
a person who has been challenged with things to
fit into society and communities.
They work hard and need more funding.
I believe simple caring notions should be
affirmed for our Peers esteem by helping us in
mental caring employment positions within skills
we are best at... From Clerical to The Arts to Peer
Listening.
We have excellent services here. The greater
challenge is to teach and inform the general
population on acceptance, tolerance, patience
and unconditional love thy neighbor.

NAMI:
Fund with more $ to NAMI, so their members can
get trained and gain more knowledge to be able
to be trainers of the NAMI educational
presentation such as Break the Silence and In Our
Own Voice. Increase funding to pay stipends for
trainers to be able to work and get trained to
train other people. $ for gas for volunteers to
help.
We need MORE -> information. therapy, support.
NAMI provided training in Sacramento to
teach/lead peer-to-peer groups where
consumers talk about what they go through with
peers, structured and well put together.
Need more MD's and NP's specializing in mental
illness in this community. Need more primary
care MD's/NP's/PA's to screen for mental illness
and provide referrals and resources especially for
18-26 yrs.
There are not enough psychiatrists in this town
to be seen in person.

Torres Shelter:
I have been so supportive in this community. I
didn't know what to do after I was left homeless
and all OP support I have received has given me a
second chance at an even better life. Thank you!
We need scholarships for mental health
providers to be able to get the education they
need and then work in rural areas.
There should be an emphasis on care that is
welcoming to all races, ethnic identities and to
the LGBT+ community.
Less police, more mental health interventions &
services
once we get stable housing for consumers, we
can offer more services to keep them engaged
There is a lot of programs/support that I've never
even heard of. I think people would benefit from
more info. about these programs and to be
aware they exist.
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Demographics
ASSOCIATION(S)
Skipped
Decline to Answer
Community Member
Cultral Competence Committee Member
Homeless Community
Transitional Age Youth (16-24 years of age)
Asian/Pacific Islander Community
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/Transgender Advocate
Primary Care Providers/Clinics
Mental Health Service Provider (non-BCDBH staff)
Butte County Behavioral Health Staff
Hispanic/Latino Community
Native American Community
Law Enforcement/Court/Probation
Education/School
Family of Client/Consumer
Client/Consumer
N = 201

24.4%
7.5%
32.3%
0.5%
6.0%
3.0%
2.5%
4.0%
3.5%
4.0%
14.9%
7.0%
6.5%
0.0%
10.4%
10.9%
19.9%
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Note: Respondents could select more than one option.

PRIMARY LANGUAGE

AGE
100%
100%
75%

75%

63.7%

50%

50%
34.8%
25.9%

24.4%

24.4%

25%

25%
0.0%

9.0%

6.0%

3.5%

0%
0-15

16-25

26-59

0.0%

3.5%

5.0%

0%

60 and Decline Skipped
older
to
answer

English

AGE GROUP AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS

Hmong

Sign
Spanish Decline to Skipped
Language
Answer

PRIMARY LANGUAGE AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS

N = 201

N = 201

RACE
100%
75%

46.3%
8.0%

3.5%

0.0%

Native
American/Alaska
Native

Native
Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander

4.5%

More than one
race

2.0%

Asian

25%

African/African
American/Black

50%

11.4%

24.4%

Skipped

Decline to
answer

White

0%

N = 201

RACE AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS
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ETHNICITY
100%
75%
50%
24.4%

0.5%

0.5%

5.0%

African

Asian Indian/South
Asian

Central American

Chinese

Eastern European

0.5%

8.0%

7.0%

3.0%

Other Hispanic/ Latino

3.0%

Other Non-Hispanic/
Latino

1.5%

Mexican/ MexicanAmerican/ Chicano

23.4%

25%

10.0%

13.4%

N = 201

Skipped

Decline to Answer

More than one ethnicity

European

Japanese

0%

ETHNICITY AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS

GENDER
100%
75%
50%

48.3%
46.3%
24.4%
24.4%

21.4%
20.9%

25%

0.0% 0.5%

0.0% 1.0%

0.0% 0.5%

0.0% 0.0%

Another
gender
identity

Questioning or
unsure

6.0% 6.5%

0%
Female

Male

Transgender Genderqueer

N = 201

Decline to
Answer

Skipped

GENDER AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS
Gender (Assigned at Birth)

Gender (Current Identity)

SEXUAL ORIENTATION
100%

75%
57.2%
50%
24.4%
25%

11.4%
3.0%

2.5%

1.0%

0.0%

Queer

Questioning or
Unsure

0%
Bisexual
N = 201

Gay or Lesbian Heterosexual or
Straight

Decline to
Answer

Skipped

SEXUAL ORIENTATION AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS
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CLOSEST RESIDENT CITY

VETERAN STATUS

100%
100%
75%
56.2%
75%

50%

63.7%

24.4%
25%

10.0%

50%

4.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 7.5%

24.4%

Skipped

Decline to Answer

Not a Butte County
Resident

Gridley

Currently Paradise

Previously Paradise

Chico

Oroville

0%
25%

0%
Yes

CLOSEST RESIDENT CITY

N = 201

N = 201

No

Decline to
Answer

Skipped

VETERAN STATUS

LIVING SITUATION

DISABILITY STATUS

100%
75%

6.5%

5.5%

100%
61.7%

75%

50%
24.4%
25%
4.5%

0.5%

0.5%

50%

24.4%

21.4%

25%

Skipped

Decline to Answer

Supportive Living

Homeless

Foster Family Home

House or Apartment

0%

N = 201

42.3%

8.5%
11.9%
0%
No

Yes

Decline to
Answer

Skipped

N = 201

DISABILITY STATUS

LIVING SITUATION

DISABILITY TYPES
100%
75%
50%

42.3%

4.5%

6.5%

Decline to Answer

Other Mental
Disability

7.0%

No

0.0%

Chronic Health
Condition/Chronic
Pain

1.0%

11.9%

Physical/Mobility
Disability

5.5%

Dementia

Other
Communication
Disability

0.5%

Developmental
Disabilty

4.0%

Learning Disability

5.5%

Difficulty Hearing or
Having Speech
Understood

24.4%
25%

N = 201

Skipped

Difficulty Seeing

0%

DISABILITY TYPES AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS
Note: Respondents could select more than one option.
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APPENDIX E
2019 MHSA INNOVATION INPUT SURVEY RESPONSES

Me tal Health Services Act
Co
u ity I put Process:
I ovatio Co po e t

9

This survey was offered to all stakeholders of Butte County Behavioral Health during the annual Mental
Health Services Community Input Process. This survey was open from January 16th to March 1st of
2019. There were 201 surveys taken. The results of this survey will be will be utilized by administration
and leadership when considering were to allocate resources for future Innovation Projects.

Findings
The following section shows the ranking of each Innovation concept against each other. The second
section contains all of the outcomes of all questions asked, grouped by each concept. Lastly are the
demographics of all respondents.
RANKING OF EACH CONCEPT

N = 75

Primary Care Kiosks

N = 74

Simplicity Village

N = 82

Spirit Mountain

N = 75

3.61

2.82

Concepts

HERO: Youth Crisis

0

0.5

4.45

3.24

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Ranking
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Outcomes
Innovations Overall
Please indicate any other suggestions for
Innovative concepts you might have or an
Innovative idea that you would like to share:
Programs geared toward postmodern approaches
and culture/strength based services/interventions.
Crisis Houses around Butte County according to
population with 30 min counseling, evening
groups, weekly psychiatrist visit, have clients do
housekeeping, cooking to save money. A 21 day
max stay with transportation at pre-established
sites. This works very well in San Diego County.
You can check them out on their County
Behavioral Health website.
Keep culture in mind.
Utilizing peer advocates at Crisis Residential
Facility.
Private housing options-not having to find folks
housing through the public local market-it's almost
impossible.
Natural resource diet education and gardening
programs. Multimedia Digital Arts programs.
therapeutic movement and dancing
Incorporate more all staff meetings and
educational opportunities for those staff who are
less likely to be included in trainings as this would
benefit our clients and our agency as a whole.
All police forces in the county should be trained to
use less violence.
Really get engaged in stable housing for the
mentally ill instead of letting them slip through the
cracks to be preyed upon by transients and having
them resort to meth to stay awake while they are
homeless. Give a real effort at housing instead of
other programs that don't matter because they
are unstable while on the street when they try to
access them.
I support simplicity village.
Medication mobile van. Nurse or medical
practitioner who can travel for medication support
Getting more direct feedback from staff in the
field when designing programs. A lot sounds good
in theory but then hard to get quality trained staff
to implement.

I really wish I had a great innovative idea. My
opinion is that we keep reinventing the wheel just
adjusting the wheel size to make it look "different"
in order to fund services. I believe if there is a
program that is working it should continue to be
funded and possibly get additional funds to service
more folks. We do not provide enough services for
older adults in our community which is the fastest
growing population in the country. Why don't you
expand on older services before expanding or
updating your youth programs?
In-Home Peer Program for Mentally Ill Older
Adults.
Mental health awareness and crisis training for
police and law enforcement who engage with
those in our community without homes or
housing.
This was an interesting process - I am most in
favor of Simplicity Village and would urge its
immediate support. Other concepts are good and
hopefully could be brought back even if not
accepted. Housing is most immediate crisis for all
in Butte County especially those suffering from
mental health issues.
I would like to see Stronger partnerships with
catalyst and rape crisis with expanded shelter
available for survivors of rape/sexual assault and
IPV. Stronger partnerships and expanded
shelter/respite care could reduce hospitalizations
and unnecessary pharmaceutical use.
Make sure adults can identify. Too many teachers
turn a blind eye.
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Innovation Concepts

Spirit Mountain
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Note: Respondents could select between 0-5 as an overall score of the concept.

What would you add to this concept to
strengthen it if implemented?
Add to OUTREACH:
get to know the families...have "boots" on the
ground. Contact with schools. Schools know
families and histories and needs as well as
strengths.
Positive publicity to raise support and awareness
of community
- Teen programs.
- Painting classes/drawing classes as a way of selfexpression.
- A place people can go to do research by way of
computers or book. Not all families and individuals
have the financial or space to have a computer.
Sounds great!
Ongoing, out-patient mental health treatment.
Along with cultural competence, draw correlations
from Native American historical practices that
reinforce mental health. Find points in Native
American culture that are counterproductive and
need to be revamped. Example: Fry bread only
was creative when Native Americans lived off US
government commodities. Made of white flour
and lard it is not a healthy diet. Rather look at the
whole foods that were part an older more
authentic diet.
Anger management
Substance use/abuse "The Red Road to Recovery".
community educational opportunities would be
appreciated
The concept is excellent and needed.
Nothing, given my limited knowledge of this
culture and mental health services
home based support?

Im at a loss in sadness... I feel garden space
perhaps... play space for the children and social
space for the members in general... anything that
is healthy is their right.
Assist people in pursuing membership to their
tribe of origin.
Peer support
Keep police away
Don't know
This could be good for any culture
Do not know enough about the culture to know
what would strengthen it.
Possibly including the environmental impact on
the client ie: home environment and key members
of client's supportive system.
Sounds inclusive
Residential component, as needed.
Additionally target youth who are non-native, but
have failed to thrive when provided with typical
mental health services, and might benefit from
alternative therapies.
maybe add opportunities for more traditional
native art and craft activities and nature/outdoor
activities, and participation in travel for inter-tribal
sharing, activities and inspiration, such as bringing
groups form out of area for run for salmon etc.
Often a population that does not seek
'community' services.
Outreach services and support groups both in and
outside of the clinic. Consider doing more
outreach or support groups on the reservation.
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Do you see any barriers or have any concerns
about this concept?
Yes; those who need most help do not respond.
Like I said before GET TO SCHOOLS and get to
neighborhoods. Old school....learn...trust...
Funding
Culture challenges
No. Except that it may not be the right time to
only focus on one ethnic group since our Chico
and Paradise Community is already in a crisis and
needs intervention asap
Engagement in services
community support might be an issue, but I think
it's a great opportunity
It seems that NVIH and FRTH already have lots of
resources to do culturally specific programs and
are better equipped to do so. MHSA funds can be
better utilized to support programs that do not
have other funding options
It would be helpful to know how many Native
Americans live in the county, their proportion of
the total population. Since only 2 of the projects
can be funded, it makes sense to serve as many as
possible. This could also be a component of
another project.
If services are centrally located, will lack of
transportation be a barrier for families?
Stigma, lack of trust to western educated
individuals, family approach treatment.
Our for profit concerns. These people deserve all
the best we can offer.
Are there enough identified Native American
individuals to support putting money into this
project, I don't know.
having some experience with peer and case
management services, it is a challenge to find
individuals that are trained to do case
management and still provide cultural support and
services
Location and awareness of the program by those
who would access and benefit from the concept.
Not at this time
Native Stigma
Getting enough staff form the native American
cultural to run the program.
Limited to nationality, yet need can be lacked by
any race.
Finding an acceptable place

Ensuring that you have qualified culturally
competent staff who are trained in delivering
mental health services to folks with PTSD.
Community wide access.
Youth access and needs very different from adult
access and needs.
Two programs or one?
No
How would outreach for actual engagement
occur?
Might be too narrow and alienate others who
could use similar culturally sensitive training and
programs.
No barriers but I would also focus on parent
and/or adult support groups or events. The best
chance for a child's recovery is if the parents are
involved.
Lack of identified population

Any other suggestions or input for this
project if it moves into development?
it takes TIME to build trust. You can't just say, oh
we offered services and they didn't come. You
need time to get to know the people; who is who;
what are real short term needs, so families WILL
get to place to accept help. TIME, TRUST...and
schools!
Publicity of project to increase awareness and
support from community
Begin with basic education about identifying and
processing emotions especially as it pertains to
alcoholism and domestic violence.
Hiring staff with experience in the Native
American Community.
Garden space and Health Activity funding.
Field trips to places of related interest and the
incorporation of culturally competent art therapy.
This program is a great idea and much needed.
Not at this time
Ensure the participation of the Native American
community at large in Butte County.
That those involved in the creation of this program
be well appraised of political and historical
challenges faced by the local Native Americans.
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HERO: Youth Crisis
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Note: Respondents could select between 0-5 as an overall score of the concept.

What would you add to this concept to
strengthen it if implemented?
Like I mentioned in the others...
TIME, build trust, and get to schools to KNOW the
families and the issues/strengths. Families might
be hooked up with resources, but then be
dropped, as they need support to get in a routine.
TIME, Trust...
Looks good
Establish classes in public schools to finally TEACH
children about how to stay mentally and why.
Teach kids about communication about processing
emotions and using words not fists
Addressing grief/loss regarding nuclear family
feedback from youth about communication styles,
preferences, and getting help would realistically
look like for them - it's so much different than
when we were all kids
an app might be effective with the younger
generation
Drug Treatment
This is a great idea and opportunity, to provide
interventions as early as possible, to provide
psychotherapeutic/psychiatric support and to
educate the systems a child is in to better support
the child.
Counselors vs clinicians? Would it be better to
have clinician's in this role or a case manager?
More services as to what to do with them when
they are ready to accept help. That’s the first
challenge and then we have no one to send them
to in a timely manner to provide the level of
services they need.
Arts programs for therapeutic value as well as
lesson for further a life WRAP resource
young adult/teen peer support
Keep police away
Family therapy and parent partner support

Working with the caregivers who will have the kids
once out of crisis to increase their ability to
manage a crisis, set limits, and support the youth.
I would ensure that our educational system and
staff at schools are fully engaged and educated re:
program and services.
Nothing at present
How does it involve families and adequate
housing/shelter?
See the 'Handle with Care' program (from Georgia
I believe) to help in school system to address
trauma with students.
Training and interventions, along with respite care
in order to prevent medicating foster children
except as a last resort.
Youth Crisis specific talk line and urgent
appointment availability both in a clinic and in
schools.

Do you see any barriers or have any concerns
about this concept?
Yes, above. Need to get into neighborhoods. Talk
to teachers; ask for partnerships with TEACHERS,
not just BCOE or admins or counselors. Teachers
work with kids daily.
Funding. Positive, education focused publicity to
engage support.
Challenges of assisting families that have trauma
No
Underlying issues related to primary/nuclear
family/ related trauma and loss
a lack of engagement with and ongoing education
for parents and families, especially in the middle
of a crisis and then through the honeymoon
period when everything seems okay for a while
accessibility
How does this differ from the HERE program or
what HAP does? There needs to be clear lines
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regarding responsibility regarding what school
counselors, care coordinators, CSD workers and
others that may be involved in a child's care are.
Availability of services.
Adult therapy is in need to be intertwined for role
model exampled communication.
youth buy-in
Getting enough trained staff to implement the
program. As of now to many youth get
hospitalized and I've heard clinicians say they
should not have hospitalized now that they know
the system better.
The concept sounds reasonable based on your
data, though the data is now 6 years old
BCOE commitment too.

they will have more buy in and the program will be
better. Talk to actual classroom teachers!
A way to reduce barriers of communicating
between providers.
Ensure that you have no duplication of services ie:
youth programs in place currently that provide
similar services. I worry that our tax dollars are
being used to just provide more frosting on the
cake without ensuring the cake is a high quality
one.
No
Just encouraging teachers to be able to identify
crises.
Define SED.
Goals 2 and 3 should appear in one point.

Family access to program directly, or through
school setting only?
No
Without shelter and family participation, is this
limited in effectiveness?
How would this differ from the current center care
project? Would services overlap or duplicate each
other. (pre-k listed)
Implementing into schools. Would this be
mandatory for teachers, foster parents, etc.?
Do we have a large number of youth with mental
illness in detention at a juvenile facility?

Have an on call clinician who can travel to schools
for crisis and urgent circumstances.

Any other suggestions or input for this
project if it oves i to develop e t?
Thank you! We NEED more support in the schools
where kids spend MOST of their days. This takes
TIME. Need to spend time in the neighborhoods
getting to know people.
No. Seems like a good idea/plan
Have units in these classes where one or both
parents are invited to participate and write a
paper with them about the content of the unit.
Include attachment informed therapy and
support.
If the major part of this program is educating the
community, then the hours of the afternoonevening will need to be re-evaluated.
Garden space and Arts & Digital Arts development.
Talk to the educators in our schools, very early in
the program development, to see what they think.
If educators believe they were consulted early
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Simplicity Village
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Note: Respondents could select between 0-5 as an overall score of the concept.

What would you add to this concept to
strengthen it if implemented?
Publicity
Support for Simplicity Village
Dear Butte County Behavioral Health.
I ha e ee supporti e of CHAT’s desire to house
citizens in transitional housing.
I believe one of the most important components
of making any housing first program successful is
strong mental health support. Regardless of
whether mental health was a cause of the
perso ’s e o i g ho eless, or a result of ei g
unsheltered, the care needed for stability is
basically the same. On site services are crucial
because for most persons in their target
population, mobility is an issue.
Please consider funding for the Simplicity Village
population on site.
More assistance that is professional not peer
orientated
Case management, individual counseling
Not much. I think WRAP is going to serve this
population. too big of a commitment for mentally
ill
Add medical and nutritional services.
Will there be a plan for people to move out of this
community so others have a chance to utilize it?
This is a great idea. We need lots of these.
Ways for Simplicity Village residents to move into
more integrated housing communities when
ready, to make way for new residents in need and
to encourage/support living in a diverse setting.
"Goal: -a stable living environment.
Also maybe work in something as there are
chronically homeless families that would also need
to be served by some additional forms of stable
housing."

This has to be a low barrier/low demand place in
order for it to work.
Funding ... Downtown Public Peer Oration of
Caring Inspirational stories... Experience, Strength
and Hope!!! Success Stories and Hope!!!
integrate alcohol and drug education and
treatment into the process if it is needed
On site jobs to benefit the facility such as yard
maintenance, trash pick-up. A community garden.
Potential residents need to be currently living in
Butte County for a period of time.
Keep police away
case management to ensure resident
participation, holding residents accountable for
drug/alcohol use
Don't know at this time
Make WRAP mandatory participation for
residence. Can't mandate treatment but maybe
this group.
Alcohol and drug support, detox, and 12 step
meetings. A fence and security to keep drug
dealers out.
I think that the plan provides for a lot of flexibility
in terms of issues that could arise, but other issues
cannot be anticipated and will have to be dealt
with as they arise.
Housing for our homeless is the humanitarian
thing to do. Increases safety for the people on the
streets, improves their physical and mental health,
and reduces fire risk in Chico, I live next to Bidwell
Park and am afraid a fire from a homeless camp
could burn down this city.
Ensure that integrated services are available ie:
psychiatrists. Are behavioral Health psychiatrists
going to assist by working with residents?
It sounds amazing!
I think the concept as described is ready for
implementation and merits our support.
Housing First!
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Nothing
More financial backing from the County
It is about housing with services. Let’s do two
villages.
We need more and more such affordable housing.
Housing is needed-- this would just be a start.
The planning of this project has been focused on
seniors. A large portion of our homeless
population are not seniors, so younger members
of our community ought to be included.
Continued drop in service as an option. Will also
allow peer to peer interaction in crisis situations
and can provide another resource for homeless
assistance.
Gardening and job skills. Bike repair for example
I like the idea of involving social services in this
concept. I hope that half way through the
beneficiaries stay, each patient would have a
social services representative assigned to meeting
and working with them on post-departure social
services needs so that everything is in place when
they're discharged.

Do you see any barriers or have any concerns
about this concept?
Homeless needs are given very limited priority by
community.
The populations and the stigma of helping, the
homeless
Substance use could be a barrier
It sounds nice. But unrealistic.
Resistance in the community
Someone moving into this kind of community
before they are ready, how will adjustment
periods be handled?
Maybe need a harm reduction approach and allow
people to bring their pets or they may not come.
That the individual units will not have toilet
facilities in them (a client of mine refused due to
that), the question of quality of construction has
also come up.
rules
Enthusiasm in funding and Stigma from
Community
The Haters. And republicans.
An influx of homeless from other areas/states
posing as Butte County residents.
Barriers are NIMBY motivated community,
conservative politicians

funding, screening the residents to effectively
make a difference to those that really will
participate vs ones that will use this opportunity
as a handout to do nothing but get high and drain
resources. Community resistance; NIMBY aka Not
In My Back Yard
Community members who want the homeless to
be removed from sight
Substance use and lack of participation in skill
building activities.
Without support to deal with reside t’s drug and
alcohol issues it will be difficult to help individuals
start to heal. Harm reduction model my need to
be added. Part of the evidenced base practice for
WRAP to work individuals need to voluntarily
chose to participate.
No barriers as far as I can see other than urgent
need to start
No, except people's preconceived prejudices
against homeless populations.
None that cannot be addressed for the common
good.
Community engagement and education, though
CHAT has done an excellent job providing
information and getting input from political and
community partners.
Landlord/renter issues
Location of Houses
Will there be a set amount of time that each
person is allowed to stay? If yes, the staff will
need to work on recovery actions, like basic living
and care needs training, so that we can move
more people in and successfully graduate them
from this program.
The basic Tiny House Village concept is based on
successful models; the innovation of a WRAP
model in a total immersion community is very
exciting, indeed!
NIMBY
No, mental health begins with a stable living
environment. Simplicity Village is the only
proposal that offers a near-term housing
alternative. It will enable residents to begin the
healing process in a new and unique total
immersion community.
We have to get over NIMBY. For the overriding
public good.
Not just for older adults but open to all in need.
CHAT members/volunteers for safe space
temporary shelter have incidents of poor
boundaries, such as a nurse taking home an ill
guest to better provide health care. Which while
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admirable for compassion but potentially
dangerous. Boundary training will need to be
implemented.

Any other suggestions or input for this
project if it oves i to develop e t?
Positive publicity and education RE: homeless
needs.
I think the homeless mentally ill should be
required to do some recovery work as in group
therapy and individual counseling BEFORE they
receive housing. In fact, I think it should be
required in order to qualify for Simplicity Village.
If there is no change, they will not be able to
handle the housing and will take bad habits into
the village.
Link with Public Health, SUD, Harm Reduction
programs
Expand, expand, and expand! This project doesn't
have the breadth to seriously begin addressing
chronic homelessness in the county.
Educating and bringing caring lessons and
speeches from peers to the public that are
offering Stigma and prejudice to our need.
I hope there is a trauma informed approach. Many
people who are homeless have experienced
trauma.
Work closely with CHAT.
Implement a "Big Sister", "Big Brother" concept to
alleviate the major social stressor of loneliness.
Do it right, pick a location that will not be
influenced by readily available meth and alcohol
use?
Not at this time

MSSP at Passages would be happy to case manage
any clients who are older adults at Simplicity
Village.
This type of project has proven very successful in
other areas, not only for the residents but for the
entire community. We would all benefit from the
Simplicity Village.
Do More.
We are in a crisis. Homelessness and the lack of
services is the most urgent and tragic human crisis
to hit the streets of Butte County in our lifetime.
I recommend and case manager for each client
that pushes them through the program and meets
weekly on person goals both for the
beneficiary/client and staff.

Have stipulations/rules or mandates that work
towards WRAP or goals, not just shelter.
Having service providers all on the same page
working together. Our community currently has
conflicting views on the issues of homelessness.
Encourage wide acceptance and support
Only that we need to address homelessness in this
community and provide services in an
environment which is open meets clients where
they are comfortable and ensures that residents
are able to continue to participate in their choices
or self-direct.
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Note: Respondents could select between 0-5 as an overall score of the concept.

What would you add to this concept to
strengthen it if implemented?
have in schools so it's where youth are anyway (or
very near in secluded area).
Increase info. and awareness of community. We
need to change funding priorities.
All good. Just that their group homes or wherever
they live should be vigilent and make sure they are
following through with their treatment and with
other youth that are also in treatment.
Set up appointments for staff to help register
youth/adults in the kiosks
can people pick their doctor?
It would be better to have more mental health
options in the primary care setting versus
integrating primary care into mental health
settings
Great idea.
this isn't something mental health should be
paying for. this should come out of medical funds
and changing insurance!!!
More funding in diet and natural education. More
Natural remedies and proof of care rather than
proving the lack of value of human caring with
toxicity. Less imposition of toxicity and more
funding in diet education.
Federally Qualified Health Centers get federal
funding for this. This avenue should be pursued
before spending limited MHSA funds.
I would add a dental component to this project. I
would also provide an incentive for attending to
scheduled appointments and for taking care of
routine preventative health care such as teeth
cleanings, annual blood work etc.
Assigned medical nursing staff not just mental
health nurses. PCP responsible to collaborate and
be a team player in care and take lead where
needed.

On-site lab to get blood testing done on the spot.
In-Home Primary Care for those individuals who
are unable to get in to the doctor's office.
Great concept and much needed area since those
with mental health have a higher rate of mortality.
Many of the negative health impacts can be
attributed to pharmaceuticals and chronic, severe
poverty. A mobile food bank or produce delivery
may be more helpful than a primary care kiosk.
Define if this will be available during specific work
hours and days. Maybe plan to implement in one
site, and if successful to make available at other
sites.

Do you see any barriers or have any concerns
about this concept?
yes, needs to be in homes or in schools where
youth already are. Most tell us (teachers) that it's
too hard to get there...or they can't get around to
leaving home once they get home. Too expensive
to pay for gas somewhere else..
Funding
Challenges of *illegible* issues and coordination
Not really. If you get them in late elementary
school before they are out of control and before
they are serious problems, this could change their
trajectory
transportation to usual services is a challenge,
appointments and transportation would help
privacy concerns
The managed care companies receive lots of
funding for providing health services and meeting
the needs of their population. They need to step
up and contribute more. The lack of psychiatric
and counseling services in the community leads to
a back log in the BH system. If managed care is
going to have kiosks in BH clinics, they should fund
it. Not MHSA. And they should be getting more
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pressure to provide more psychiatric services in
their own systems. We already do too much of
their work for them. They need to earn the money
they have already been given to serve our MediCal population and Behavioral Health needs to
hold them more accountable to do so. As long as
we pick up their slack, they will keep their profits
and dump the work on us.
It's not clear to me from the description whether
patients will still need to come into a clinic for
mental health or primary care services. If they do,
transportation may still be a common barrier.
The lost knowledge of natural care imposed on
people.
The haters.
Telehealth visits replacing physical Dr. visits, and
missing signs of illness by telehealth Dr.
We do ’t ha e e ough pri ary are pro iders i
to . We a ’t pro ide a ess he there are ’t
any.
Not at this time
Client lack of responsibility, and more liability and
flow into already busy clinics.
Individuals not having the insight into the need for
basic medical treatment.
Yes I believe that we are asking non medically
licensed individuals to be relied upon to deliver
accurate health information for a client in a
mental health setting which would be used to
produce a health diagnosis.
Just getting to the clinic is difficult.
No
Unclear on who was actually use the Kiosk. Is this
only for Anthem clients or open to anyone?
Confidentiality? Prescriptions?

Any other suggestions or input for this
project if it oves i to develop e t?

Make it a small program at first. Once real change
is noted maybe work on getting the kinks out and
keep on reproducing the program. Make it an
optional program instead of forced.
An alternative could be a mobile clinic with the
same services as above, going through each
neighborhood once a week or more.
More Natural Remedies... Including Health Spas
for decompressing and alleviating stress . Essential
Oils as well as free steam rooms in a non offensive
environment with mild clothing rules.
Caring Stress Treatment before the fact of injury :)
Promote logisticare as a primary source of
transport to medi-cal appointments.
You needed a way see all the projects before
asking us to rank them. I would have made more
informed rankings if I had seen the whole list first.
None
PCP buy-in and participation for care
Adding case management support to help client
manage medical needs, follow up on specialty
services if deemed necessary.
I am just wondering why we are focusing on needs
around transportation to primary health care
providers when transportation is built into the
managed care provision of MediCal. So I wonder
about the money being spent on services already
included in framework of healthcare delivery. Why
would we not focus on working with Ampla
Healthcare Clinics to do outreach? Just saying..
No
Suggest work in concert with local physician or PA
to make sure health screening is accurate. Provide
simple mental health evaluation during intake.
Define SED.
In the Stakeholder feedback through the
Performance Survey... it should be 55% (not 53%)
of those respondents identified "transportation"
as a major issue.

above or free bus passes for those who request to
the services
Positive publicity to educate and increase
awareness of this growing issue.
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Demographics
ASSOCIATION(S)
Skipped
Decline to Answer
Community Member
Cultral Competence Committee Member
Homeless Community
Transitional Age Youth (16-24 years of age)
Asian/Pacific Islander Community
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/Transgender Advocate
Primary Care Providers/Clinics
Mental Health Service Provider (non-BCDBH staff)
Butte County Behavioral Health Staff
Hispanic/Latino Community
Native American Community
Law Enforcement/Court/Probation
Education/School
Family of Client/Consumer
Client/Consumer
N = 201

24.4%
7.5%
32.3%
0.5%
6.0%
3.0%
2.5%
4.0%
3.5%
4.0%
14.9%
7.0%
6.5%
0.0%
10.4%
10.9%
19.9%
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Note: Respondents could select more than one option.

PRIMARY LANGUAGE

AGE
100%
100%
75%

75%

63.7%

50%

50%
34.8%
25.9%

24.4%

24.4%

25%

25%
0.0%

9.0%

6.0%

3.5%

0%
0-15

16-25

26-59

0.0%

3.5%

5.0%

0%

60 and Decline Skipped
older
to
answer

English

AGE GROUP AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS

Hmong

Sign
Spanish Decline to Skipped
Language
Answer

PRIMARY LANGUAGE AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS

N = 201

N = 201

RACE
100%
75%

46.3%
8.0%

3.5%

0.0%

Native
American/Alaska
Native

Native
Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander

4.5%

More than one
race

2.0%

Asian

25%

African/African
American/Black

50%

11.4%

24.4%

Skipped

Decline to
answer

White

0%

N = 201

RACE AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS
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ETHNICITY
100%
75%
50%
24.4%

0.5%

0.5%

5.0%

African

Asian Indian/South
Asian

Central American

Chinese

Eastern European

0.5%

8.0%

7.0%

3.0%

Other Hispanic/ Latino

3.0%

Other Non-Hispanic/
Latino

1.5%

Mexican/ MexicanAmerican/ Chicano

23.4%
25%

10.0%

13.4%

N = 201

Skipped

Decline to Answer

More than one ethnicity

European

Japanese

0%

ETHNICITY AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS

GENDER
100%
75%
50%

48.3%
46.3%
24.4%
24.4%

21.4%
20.9%

25%

0.0% 0.5%

0.0% 1.0%

0.0% 0.5%

0.0% 0.0%

Another
gender
identity

Questioning or
unsure

6.0% 6.5%

0%
Female

Male

Transgender Genderqueer

N = 201

Decline to
Answer

Skipped

GENDER AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS
Gender (Assigned at Birth)

Gender (Current Identity)

SEXUAL ORIENTATION
100%

75%
57.2%
50%
24.4%
25%
11.4%
3.0%

2.5%

1.0%

0.0%

Queer

Questioning or
Unsure

0%
Bisexual
N = 201

Gay or Lesbian Heterosexual or
Straight

Decline to
Answer

Skipped

SEXUAL ORIENTATION AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS
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CLOSEST RESIDENT CITY

VETERAN STATUS

100%
100%
75%
56.2%
75%

50%

63.7%

24.4%
25%

10.0%

50%

4.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 7.5%

24.4%

Skipped

Decline to Answer

Not a Butte County
Resident

Gridley

Currently Paradise

Previously Paradise

Chico

Oroville

0%
25%

0%
Yes

CLOSEST RESIDENT CITY

N = 201

N = 201

No

Decline to
Answer

Skipped

VETERAN STATUS

LIVING SITUATION

DISABILITY STATUS

100%
75%

6.5%

5.5%

100%
61.7%

75%

50%
24.4%
25%
4.5%

0.5%

50%

0.5%

24.4%

21.4%

25%

Skipped

Decline to Answer

Supportive Living

Homeless

Foster Family Home

House or Apartment

0%

N = 201

42.3%

8.5%
11.9%
0%
No

Yes

Decline to
Answer

Skipped

N = 201

DISABILITY STATUS

LIVING SITUATION

DISABILITY TYPES
100%
75%
50%

42.3%

4.5%

6.5%

Decline to Answer

Other Mental
Disability

7.0%

No

0.0%

Chronic Health
Condition/Chronic
Pain

1.0%

11.9%

Physical/Mobility
Disability

5.5%

Dementia

Other
Communication
Disability

0.5%

Developmental
Disabilty

4.0%

Learning Disability

5.5%

Difficulty Hearing or
Having Speech
Understood

24.4%
25%

N = 201

Skipped

Difficulty Seeing

0%

DISABILITY TYPES AS DEFINED BY MHSA REGULATIONS
Note: Respondents could select more than one option.
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APPENDIX F
‐
2019‐2020 PRUDENT RESERVE ASSESSMENT

